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SUMMARY

Two-wavelength interferometry, employing either a ruby (6943R) or a
neodymium (10,600A) laser with a second harmonic generator, was used to study
argon plasmas in a shock tube for shock Mach numbers from 17 to 24, initial
pressures from 3.0 to 0.3 mm Hg and for degrees of ionization up to 50%. The
measured equilibrium electron densities for both wavelength pairs were about
1.9% greater than the calculated values accounting for the excited states, but
1.6% less than the values based or, the neglect of these states. Assuming a
platima of free electrons and ground-state atoms and ions, the interferograms
yielded ratios of th polarizability for the argon ion to that. for the atom of
0.650 + .033 at 347N. and 0.647 .04i at 5306. These results are in general
agreement with the value of 0.716 for the ratio of the static polarizabilities
obtained by the method of Slater screening constants. The uniformity of the
miasured e2ectron densities and polarizabilities with change in wavelength
suggests that the effect of the excited state refractikities are not im'ortant
for temperatures up to 13,5000 K.
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NOTATION

A Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission

A, B Integral fringe shifts (A.pendix A-)

a,b,cd,k,l,m,n Dimensional fractional fringe shifts (Appendix A)

c Velocity of light

e Electronic charge

E Energy of electroiiic quantumi.state above aound state

f Absorption oscillator strength

g Statistir weight ('degeneracy) of' electron quantum.
state

h Planck's conatant

K Specific refractivity (Gladstone-Dale Constant)

k Boltzmann's constant

L Test section geometrical path length.

M Mach number

Electron mass

N Particle number density, also number of statistical
samples

p Pressure -0-

q PrincipA, quantum- number •

S Totdt 'fringt. shift -

Temperature

X Total ionization relaxation zone, iength

x Degree of single ionization

aInduced electric dipole polarizability

Y Absorption damping factor

Wavelength of electromagnetic radiation

Phase refractive index

VFrequency of electromagnetic radiation
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P Mass density

0' Photoionization cross-s -ection, also standard deviation

'I' Partition function

Subscripts

A Neutral atom species.

A* Neutral atom excited state species

c Continuum-energy level

e Free electieon spe~cies

I First ioi species.

L Energylevel located at ionization limit

Electronic energy level

P Plasma

p Pressure

r Bbund cl'assical elecion oscillator

S Niormal incident shock

s ~Plasma species

T Temperahture

X Laser second harmonic wavelengthi

YLaser fundamental wavelength

0 Ground sta.te ener gy level,, Alsob-qoditions of Standard
Teperature and Pressure (STP, 273.16' C ad760 mlg

1 Preshock state

2 Post shock equilibrium state

4 Coibustion driver gas state.

Superscritts

E Experimental value

F Calculated value for which excite-d electronic states

are omitted
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G Calculated value f or which excited electronic
states are included

Wavelength

Physical Constants C

Values of physical constants were taken from Ref. 78
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1. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW

1.1 Introduction

A knowledge of the electric diPOle polaxizability for atomic or molecular
species is an essential prerequisite to obtainiing a better understanding of how
individual atoms and molecules interact both with each other, with free electrons
and other forms of matter and finally with static, and dynamic electric and mag-
netic fields. Typical properties which are intimately related to the polariz-
ability are the lohg range intermolecular dispersion force constant, the Verdet
constant of Faraday optical rotation, the diamagnetic susceptibility, the Rayleigh
scattering cross secion, the total effective ogciiiator strength and the die-
lectric constant.

Hqwever, it is the reiati6nship between the polarizability d ftr
species s and the phase refractive indek js representiig "the bulk property of
the transmitting, Yidium which is of primary interest in the- present circumstance;
for dilute gases this relatiohship is given by (Ref. 3)

7-1l) 7 N a.I:

where N is the particle n imber density bf' species s.

Experimentally measured refractive indices provide a rela_.ivbly accurate
yardstick against which the merits of the prebsntly available theoretical cal-
vulations can be judged. However, a more practical need arises during the
optical and: partidlarly the iterferometric stud- of transparent system which

are undergoing either physical or cbiheial changes,. Clearly the refractive
indices of ° all species present during the reactibn must be known prior to inter-
pretatibn of the experiment&l d&t& obtaiiied through interfer6metry.

In particular, ' this laboratory is presently undertak..fhg an inter-

ferometric study of nonequilibrium shoc& generated argon plasmas which requir es
a knowledge 6? the refracdtivities of all the plasma species Lresnt, viz.; the
free electrons, the neutral a rgon atomis and the singly Chargedi ions. oAs the.

refractivity for this latter species is -as yet unknbwn, it is to be the purpose , '
of the present stud y to experimentally determine a value for this quantity.

1.2 Review

Previoua measurements of the polarizabilities of chemically -active
gaseous species, normally existing only at high tempratures, have been made
almost exclusively 'using the shock tube in conjunction with a (Mach-Zehnder)

int'rferometer (Re fs. 1 to 9),; the authors and, respective species are indicated
in Table. 1.

Althopgh numerous optical and particularly interferometric 'studies

have been made on argon plasmas, the contribution of the bound .electrons to theoverall plasma refractive index is usualJy neglected or 'at, 'best approximated
by the neutral a tom ground state value in view of t he relatively large re-

fractivity and stIng dispersion o t'he free ele'tirons.

There have 'been two studies which~ have specifical set out to
measure the refractivity of an argon plasma. Firstly9, Alpher and White (Ref s.l,2),

who pioneered the use of the shock tube-interferometer technique in measuring

1
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the polarizability of high temperature species, employed interferometry simul-
taneously at two wavelengths. By assuming the dispersion for the at6m and ion
to be regligibly small, they showed that the measured and calculated electron
densities were in good agreement, but with the average experimental Value being
about 2% greater than the value calculated from the shock Hugoniot equation.
From this agreement, it was concluded that the theoretical free electron re-
fractive index ge' given by (see Section 2.i),

- 1) 4.484 x lo - 1 4 2Ne (1.2.1)

where ? and N are the wavelength and electron'particle density resp ectiVely,
is a good description of reality in the optical region of the spectrum*. The
reason for this small biit systematic discrepancy between the measured and
calculated electron densities is not clear. It appears that their theoreticai
calculation employed Saha and energy equations using only the ground state
terms in the summation for the electre;nic partition fun ctions of the neutral
atom and first ion. Consequently this calculated value is d upper bound (see

Section 4.3) suggesting that the discrepancy stems from some other unspecified
source. In addition, Alpher and Whitd indicated thatthe measured plasma
refractive index was consistently larger than the calculated value but gave
no numerical estimate for this difference. This calculatioh assumed a plasma
of free electrons and ground-state atoms and. ions where the ion refractivity
was taken to be 0.67 of the corresponding neutral atdm Value as bbtained
using Slater screening constant theoryxE* (Ref. l0). However, it should be
noted that this theoky is at best only approximate as indicated by the fact
that the absolute value of the neutral argon ground state static polarizability
is about 2 times the wel*l documented experimeht-al value. Alph*er and White
suggested several pbssible 'explanatibns for this observed difference between

the measured and calculated plasma refractive indices and in particular that
the excited states might be contributih to the e xpefimeht ai"ziasurements.

It is therefore concluded from the work of Alpher and White that the
figure of 0.6 for the" ratio 6f the polaxiz~ability of ,the first ion to that
for the neutral atom is of the coirect order of mgnitude but that due td un-
certainties in the measured plasma refractive index and electron (ensity, it is
not possible to place a figure on the accuracy of this result.

The second study was made by Hug, Evans, Tankin ahd .dambel ('Rfs.'
13, 14) who employed optical interferometry to study axisynmetric argon plasmas
produced by either a plasma jet or a free burning arc. Experimental values
for the plasma refractive index were found to be generally about 12% below the
calculated value based on a 1ashia of free electr6ns and ground state atoms
and ions. it was, suggested that this might be due to the effect of the highly
excited bound electrons lying close to t he continuum behaving: as if free there-
by producing a reduction in the value of the observed plasma refractive index.
However, it should be mentioned that Alpher and White made their measurements

A
* Alpher and White (Ref. 2-)' gave' a value for 'the constant in Eq.. 1.2 'equal

to 4.46 whereas the present author calculates a value bf 4,,A84 using the
self consistent set of physical constants given in Ref. 78.

*Both the present author and Ascoli-Bartoli et a (Ref. di calculate
a value of 0.72 for this ratio using the same theory as giVehin Ref.
10. In addition Alpher and White qiote a yalue of 0.69 in Ref. 12
using the same theoret'icai model.

2



at 4122 and 546R whereas Hug et al used a He-Ne laser at 6328R (Refs;.13, 14)
and also at 11,523 (Ref. 15) so that the latter measurements were more sensitive
to the free electron concentration. It would therefore seem that the experiments
of Hug et al were not sufficiently sensitive to resolve the contribution of the
argon ion to the total plasma refractive index.

It is therefore the purpose of the present work to measure the induced
electric dipole polarizability for singly ionized argon by employing short wave-

* length interferometry to study a shock tube generated argon plasma.

The shock tube is capable of providing a known concentration of a given
species at a well defined thermodynamic state over a wide range of temperature
and pressure. In addition, the gas sample is one-dimensional such that reduction
of the interferometric data is most -straightforward.

The refractive indices of the atom and ion plasma species are virtually
independent of wavelength whereas the value for the free electrons given by Eq.
1.2.1, is strongly dispersive dictating that the experimental measurements be
made at as short a wavelength as is consistent with the -experimental system;-
this ideal is readily achieved by using the second. -harmonic -of the -ruby laser
whose wavelength of 3471R lies just below the cut-off frequency for conventional
glass optics.

In addition, by paying careful attention to accuracy in the calculation
and solution of the shock Hugoniot equations and in the experimental measurements,
the ion refractivity was easured with a respectable degree of accuracy in spite
of the dominant contributions of the free electron and neutral atom terms to
the overall plasma refractivity.

Finally, both theoretical -and experimental appr6aches are made to de-
termine whether the neutral atom excited states contribute significantly to the
measured plasma refractive index.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Plasma Refractive Index

For pressures of the order of one atmosphere, the plasma refractive
index can be given by (Ref. 12)

(IBP)PT = Z (is-I)P,T (_.l!)

where the summation extends over all 's' species which constitute the plasma at
pressure p arnd temperature T. The assumption of. additivity implies that the
individual plasma components do not interact with each other, viz, that the
long range attractive intermolecular forces do rkot contribute -to the refractivity
Both experimental and theoretical values of the polarizability for argon at
high pressure show that deviations fromwthe zero pressure value arxlnogreater
than 1/2% at 100 atmospheres (Ref. 16). It is therefore assumed that the- re-
fractivity for a given species exhibits a linear dependence of density (Ref. 17).

For a plasma of neutral atoms, first ions and free electrons, Eq.
2.1.1 can be expanded to give

3
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(* Pl)p,T - (e- l)p,T + (+A'lYP,T + (PI-')PT (2.1.2)

where the free electron, neutral atom and first ion terms are denoted by sub-
scripts 'e', 'A' and 'I' respectively. The neutral atom and first ion components
implicitly contain the contributions from the excited electronic states in
addition to that for the ground state.

Ditchburn (Ref. 18) has given~the classical derivation for the re-
fractive index V of a gaseous species, .based on the dipole moment induced in
the bound opticai electron oscillator by anm indident electromagnetic wave;
this is given by (Ref. 18) 1

22N r (.i3

rg~ (V l)r _ 2v+ iyr V)

where f is the number of electron oscillators, in-each atom with resonant fre-
qruency v, e is the electron charge, m is the electron mass, .N is the number

r S
density of species s, V is te. frequency of the incident electromagnetic radia-
tion, and 7 r is the absorption damping factor for electron oscillator type or.

In the optical region of the spectrum two simplifications can be made

to Eq. 2.1.3. Firstly, yr is very small ccmpared to 7r so that provided v,

the frequency of the incident iadiation, is remote from the resonance frequency
v , then the absorption damping term can be ,Imitted. Secondly, in the optical
region P for gaseous species generally-has a value close t& uhity so that
Eq. 2.1. can be reliablr approximated as

2
eN

s r..(ps-1) 27= . (" V  )

r r

For a free electron gas, the resonance frequencies are all zero so
that Eq. 2.1.4 becomes

-e2N
(Pe-l) e - 4.4844 X Ne

where N is the electron density and' ? (=c/v) is the wavelength of the incident
radiation. Alpher and White (Refs. 1, 2) who measured the free electron re-
fractivity in the optical region found their results to be in close 'greerent
with Eq. 2.1.5 (see Section 1.2).

The quantum mechanical analogue of Eq. (2.1.4) for the species re-
fractive index is essentially the same- except that the bound .electron' is now
a quantized oscillator making transitions between any two sta'tes m and n,
rather than a fixed oscillator r, Due to the. existence of an infinite array 6f
possible quantum states, the quantized 'analogue of Eq. ,2..4 ,must'be. obtained
by sumLmiag Qver all m states. This formulation, was first given bY Ladenberg
(Refs. 19,20) who showed that for dilute gases in the absence, of external
fields, the total refractivity fr a system of electrons bound in atomic and
ionic configurations for incident radiation of frequency v, can be given by

4



{ N~
l  X %f Z fn Nn'gn (2.1.6)

(it-i 2 ' 7 z 'M 2 '
m=O n=m+l (Vmn-

00 fmc dvmc

V = V(Vm
mc mL

where m and n refer to any two discrete energy levels, m being the lower 0f the
two states whose statistical weights are g and g respectively. Nm and Nn
are the number densities of the atoms in these two states and v is, the frequency
of the radiation emitted in the transition from n to m for which the absorption
oscillator strength is fn. 'Similai'ly, subscripts L and c refer to energy levels
existing at the ionization limit and in the continuum respectively.

The second term in the expression for the discrete transitions repre-
sents the effect of negative dispersion or induced emission which only becomes
important at high temperatures where the populations of the excited states -be-
come significant. It should be noted that the experimental demonstration of
the existence of this phenomenon by Ladenberg (Ref. 19)-was' an important confir-
mation of the correctness of the- theory of quantum mechanics.

The integral within the curly brackets in Eq. 2.1.6 represents the
contribution to the species refractive index due to transitions frm discrete
states M to continuum states C, lying at energies greater thbi hv 0 above the

ground state where hV is the energy required to ionize a neutr&:al grund state
atom. The partial derivative within the integral is related to0 the photoioni-
zation cross-section am(vmc) associated with absorption from discrete state 14

to certinuum state 6 by the expression (Ref. 23),

SMc

TV -O7TeC)

it should be noted that these two phenomena are both predicted by the quantum
theory of matter and have no analogue in. the classical theory.

At temperatures such that the populations of the excited states
are small, Eq. 2.1.6 can be simplified so that the species refractive index
Vs can be given by the ground state term for which m = O, viz

e 2N' C f + O03 d di'1) s no.P oc c
- + "'c-c -(2.1.7)

(Ps-l) = J oc (V -7

n=l on VOLc

where N it the ground state number density and is hence ,equivalent to the total

species density in the low temperature limit.

Using the few available resonance oscillator strength values for
neutral argon (Ref. 21), the refractivity for this species was calculated
using the first term of Eq. 2.1.7 and was found to constitute only 24% of the
experimental value (Ref. 22) at 34711, the wavelength of the second harmonic

5



of the ruby laser. Similarly, the corresponding value calculated for singly
ionized argon is only 90 of the value calculated from Slater screening constant
theory (see Section 1.2) where (Li-1)/(.A.1). 0.67. Clearly many more resonance

oscillator strengths for discrete transitions must be known before-this approach
can be used to obtain the refractive indices of species having relatively complex
spectra such as argon. In addition, resonance tran~sitions to the continuum states
can be expected to make a significant contribution as is the case for helium
(Ref. 23). As yet no wave mechanical calculation appears to have been made for
taie dispersion of either neutral or singly ionized argon.

With regard to the experimental determination of the dispersion for
neutral argon, the situation is more satisfactory. Two recent measurements,
the first by Peck and Fisher (Ref. 22) for visible and near infrared wavelengths
and the second by Chaschina, Gladushchak and Schreider (Ref. 24) for vacuum
pltra-violet wavelengths, both show very close agreement when the data of Peck
and Fisher is extrapolated into the vacuum ultra-violet region (Ref. 24). Peck
and Fisher gave their data in the form .of the empirical dispersion formula

(,Al)O = 6.786711 x lO + 3.18943 x 0 2 (2.1.8)
(1.44 x lo,6 2 - 1) )

where the subscript '0' denotes conditions of standard density .and temperature
(STP),. viz. 000 and 760 mm Hg and where ? is the wavelength of the incident
wavelength in Angstrom units (M). As these measurements were made for ambient
conditions,, the populations of the excited states are therefore insignificant,
so that Eq. (2.1.8) i4 effect represents the re factivity for neutral ground
state argon and is, in principle, equivalent to the-expression given by Eq.
(2.117). The experimental data represented by Eq. (2.1-8) will therefore be
used to describe the dispersion of neutral (ground state) argon as it exists
in the preshock state for laser wavelengths from the nea r infra--ed through
to the near ultra-violet regions of' the spectrum -(see Section6 -3 and 4).

However, before Eq. 2.1.8 can be used to describe the neutral atom
refractivity component of the plasma refractive, indea in Eq. 2.1.2, it has to
be shown that the refractivity for neutral argon remains, for all practical

1 0pprposes, constant for temperatures up to 13,500 K typical of the experiments
to be d§6cribed in Section 4. This implies that the 6ffepts of both .negative
dispersion and the excited state polarizabilities must make an insignificant
contribution to the overall species refractivity in the wavelength region of
interest.

In principle the species refractivity given by Eq. 2.1.6 is a function
of temperature due both to the strong temperature dependence of the population
number densities IN and to the fact that the excite& state pblarizabilities
and statistical weights diverge rapidly with increasing pripcipalquantum number.

Firstly, consideration is given to ibz contribution of negative dis-
persion to the overall species refractivity. If the atomic and ionic electronic
energy levels are assumed to exist in a Boltzmann. distribution, then the popu-
lation number densities are given by

2.10
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where the summation in the denominator is the electronic partition function for
species Is', Ns is the total number density for species 's' and E. i- the energy
of the mth electronic state above the ground state (m = 0). m

For the ground state, the negative dispersion factor in Eq. 2.1.6 is
(1-Nn/No" gogn) which assumes the value (i !ekp(-E./kT)) for a Boltzmann distri-
bution. A 'worst case' estimate of this term can now be obtained by giving Em
a constant value corresponding to the lowest excited state which for neutral
argon is that for the 3P metastable level (3P54Is configuration) lying 93143 cm 1

above the ground state (ef. 25). This term is now a cohstant with respect to
m and can therefore be taken outside the summation in Eq. 2.1.6; at 13,500 K this
factor has a value of (1 - 2 x lO-5) which is essentially equal to unity.

As the contribution of the excited state polarizabilities to 'the overall
species refractivity is itself considered to be of second order at least for the
range of temperatures for the present experiments, it is felt that the overall
effect of negative dispersion on these values will be small. However, as the
energies involved in discrete non-resonance transitions fo neutral argon can be
considerably smaller than those for the resonance transitions, it was felt pru-
dent to include this correction term into the calculation madeto estimate the
contribution of the excited state polarizabilities to the neutral argon refrac-
tivity. This calculation will be dealt with shortly.

An indication of the magnitude of polarizability for the excited states
can be gauged from the value for the first excited state of neutral a rgon, i.e.,
the 3P2 level of the 3 p54s configuration. Bederson et al (Refs. 26, 27) have

used an electric and magnetic field balance technique to measure the polarizability
for this metastable state and found it to haVe a Avdlue about "30 times greater than
that for the ground state. Unfortunately this technique is only suitable for
measuring the polarizabilities of metastable excited statea due to their rela-
tively long lifetimes. It should be noted that, at 13,500 K, the p6pulation of
the 3P2 level is about 1/5000 of the ground state value so that considered al one,
this contribution is negligible. However, for the hydroeni6-type gas, the polari-
zability for the qth principal quantum level varies as q .(Ref.'5). Although
this functional relationship is not exactly true for the case of argon, it does
demonstrate the very strong dependence of the polarizability on-the principa!I
quantum number., This point receives added emphasis When- it is realized that the
q = 21 level with a statistical weight g - 320Q .ay be occupied for an. argqn
plasma at 13,5000 K and 1 atmosphere pressure prior to termination of the series
by the plasma microfield (Ref. 28). It should, however, be noted that although
the plasma microfield restricts the occupation of the discrete levels to a. finite
number, it is pow possible to have transitions to continuum states, at energies
which formerly existed below the undepressed ionization limit,. As a near con-
tinuous array of discrete terminal levels has now been replaced by a continuous
array, it is suggested that the effect of the plasma microfield on the species
refractive index is negligible.

An attempt has therefore been made to estimate- the, summed effect of,
the excited state polarizabilities for neutral argon by applying. Eq. 2.1.6 Vith
m = 1 through to infinity together with the available tabulations of oscillator
strength values for discrete non-resonance transitions. A total of 657 terms
was obtained from the recent National Bureau of Standards compilation (Ref. 21)
of most likely values, together with additional theoretical values from the
calculations of Murphy (Ref. 29) and of Johnston. (Ref.30) and additional experi-

mental values from the experiments
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of Wiese et al (Ref. 79).

Comprehensive calculations of the polarizability for any one extited
electronic state using this method requires a detailed knowledge of a very large-
number of oscillator strength values, including the contribution from discrete-
continuous "ransitions. The present calculation can therefore at best only hope
to estimate the dispersive effect due to the stronger discretertransitions in the
neutral argon spectrum.

The contribution.of discrete non-resonane transitions to the total
excited polarizability contribution, is obtained from J-4q. 2.1.6 in t.!e form

2 27 fnm N gm
= N 1 -) (2.1.0)

m=(V _ n

For a Boltzmann distribution of level populations, this equation can be rewritten
as:

N A 2 00 60 A 4 exp(-E./kT)-
( A*~~ -,) _A ," _ , "( h,-exp((E-En)/kT) )Amj

A m=l n=m+. • n
(2.1.11)

where Ai corresponds to transition n, to m, NA is the neutral argon atom particlein
density,

f g 2 2fnm gm 87r e2

A.n = (7 ) (n ) , "( mET

mn -

is the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission an dA is the .partition function

for neutral argon.

The calculation was performed for a number of ;air wdvelengths in the
near ultra violet,visible and near infrared regions and in .particular for those
wavelengths corresponding to. the ruby laser, A = 694.3.5 R, (Ref. 80) and its second
harmonic, to the neodymium laser, ? = l0,6qOZ and its second ;harmonic and to the
He-Ne laser wavelengths at 6328R and l2l523K.

Whereas the spectral bandwidths for the ruby and helium-neon lasers are
generally less than 0. 1, that for the neodymium laser consists of a system of
lines distributed over a 50A bXandwidth. Uifk6rtunately the spectral structure of
the neodymium laser output is a' function of a number of laser parameters, e, g.,
pump energy, Q-switch mode, laser glass type an;quality, cavity .end ,reflectors,
so that it is difficult to ,control or predict the spectra. nature of the neodymium
laser radiation. However, there appears to be as yet nooscillator strength
data available corresponding to any dominant neutral argon transitions which fall
in the spectral regions of the neodymium laser or its second harmonic. Hence the
use of an average value for the -wavelengths of the neodymium laser and its second
harmonic is felt to be permissible.

For wavelengths shorter than l0,O00C -;Wvight et al (Ref. 31) have
tabulated both the allowed and the forbidden transitions .for neutral ,argon.
From these tables it is apparent that the only allowed transition lying 'close
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to any of the visible 6r ultra-violet laser lines is that in the 5d-4s array
with an air wavelength of 3472.54R. Unfortunately the oscillato strength for
this transition has been neither calculated nor measured. However,, Desai and
Corcoran, who measured oscillator strengths for neutral argon in this spectral
region (Ref. 32), have noted that the emission for this line lies at or below
the noise level of their measurements such that the ,Einstein spontaneous emission
coefficient for this transition has a value < 1.3 x 10-5 sec-1 (Ref. 33). This
value was therefore included in the calculation for the total excited state
refractivity although a preliminary calculation indicated that its contribution
at 3471.75R was not large.

Although there are a large number of neutral argon transitions in the
region of the He-Ne laser line at 115239, no similar tabulation exists for the
transitions in the vicinity of this laser line. The results for this wavelength
should therefore only be considered as tentative although none of the known
transitions lie close to this wavelength.

The calcuqation was performed for temperatures of 10,000 K, 13,500 K,
15,0000K and 20,000 K for a plasma pressure of one atmosphere with the corres-
ponding neutral atom partition function taken from the tabulation of Drellishak
et al (Ref. 28).

The total excited state. refractive index conlributions for the above
mentioned laser wavelengths and pla ma conditions are shown in Table 2 where: the
major contribuition occurs at 6943,.5A.

For plasma conditions of 13,500°K and 1 atmosphere pressure at 6943.5Rs,
the refractivity for the excited electronic states of neutril argon is about
6.6% of the total species value or about ..I% of the corresponding ground state
value.

Figure 1 shows the total neutraI argon refractivity as a function of
wavelength for the stated experimental conditions which in addition to the ground
state contributions, includes those either from the total 9' 65' ion-resonance
discrete transitions or from the 30 transitions of the 4p-4s array_ .The ground
state contribution to the overall neutral atom refractivity as zieasured by Peck
and Fisher (Ref. 22) is also shown for comparison.

It immediately becomes obvious that for wavelengths less than about
9000R, the transitions in the 4p-4s array make the dominant contribution to
the excited state refractivity and are responsible for the broad resonance extrema
which are centered at about 8200k andi9100R. This is not sur'p"rising as the
transitions for this array ten d to fall into two wayeqengthsgroups centered on
the transitions having vacuum wavelengths of 84.!7.5, ' aid 9125q which have by
far the largest ( nAn) values in their respective groups.

For longer wavelengths, the influence of a gfeat may relatively strong
near infrared transitions becomes apparent by vittiue f the irregular nature
of the data shown in Fig. 1. However, the fact that the shorter iWavelength
data appears to be continuous is purely a result of choosing the diagnostic
wavelengths to be sufficiently remote from any individual transitions, i.e.,.
(?-A )> 20R say, so that local resonances do not occur. (Equa iOn 2.1.11 is
by it's very nature a non-continuous function of the Wavei igth of the incident
radiation)

An interesting observation regarding the two extrdma shown in
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Fig. 1, is that they are not due to a single transition but to about 20 out of
the total of 30 transitions in the 4 -4s array. In addition, these transitions

all originate from the resonance levels which for an equilibrium plasma are the
most highly populated of the excited stktes of neutral argon.

It should be possible to confirm the existence of these resonances by
performing single frequency interferometry on an equilibrium plasma of known
thermodynamic and ground state refractivity properties at a number of different
wavelengths in the neighbourhood of these extrema. An ideal source of diagnostic
radiation for such measurements could be provided by a pulsed dye laser whibh
can be tuned to operate in this wavelength region.

If the existence of these extrema.is confirmed, then it should be
possible to monitor directly the p~p.ation density of the rate-limiting resonance
states for neutral argon. This could be achieved in a manner similar t'6 that
proposed by Measures (Ref. 34), who suggests that by peiforming dual ff quency
interferometry at wavelengths close to and relatively remote from the line center
for a single transition, one can separate out the fringe shift contributions due
to changes ir the other unknown plasma species- from that due to the Single tran-
sition under observation. In the present situation, due to the broad spectral
nature of these extrema, the fringe shifts at both wavelengths would contain
cottributions due to the transitions in the 4p-4s array as well as those due to
the free electrons and the ground states of neutral and singly ionized argon.
However, this is no obstacle to interpretation of the 'data as only those com-
ponents due io the excited state transitions will exhibit a marked wavelength
depeddence over a relatively small wavelength interval. For examiple, at
800OR with & = 40R, the change in the free, electron r fractivity is about 4,
which to a first approximation can be ignored.

Although these calculations appear to indicate that the excited states
make a small but real contribution to the neutral argon refractivity for tempera-
tures greater than l 000 K and particularly for the ruby laser fundamental
wavelength of 6943 .5N, it was decided to omit this exdited state contribution
from the neutral argon7 refractivity. 'This was due to the uncertainty introduced
into the calculation by the oission of a large number of unknown oscillator
strength values for transitions between bound states in addition to those for
discrete-continuum transitions. -Rather, it was decided to use the ekperimental
data of Peck and Fisher (Ref. 22) given by Eq. 2.1.8, to describe the total
neutral argon refractivity for the shock generated argon plasma at pressure p
and tenpers0ture T.

As this excited state refractivity dohttibution should electiveiy
effect the experimental determination of the free electron dehsiy as obtained.
from the two-wavelength interferometric technique (see Section 2.3), which is
primarily dependent on the fringe shift at 6§43.5R and not on the fringe shift
at 3471.75R, then a comparison between the measured tlectron density, made using
the ruby and neodymium lasers and the corresponding calcu~ated values should
reflect the presence of a significant excited: state refractivity contribution.
This comparison will be discussed in Sections 4.3 aj 4.4 in the light ofthe
present experimental measurements.

In view of the ielatively small neutral argon excited state refrac-
tivity contributions to the plasma refractive index for the chosen diagnostic,
wavelengths, a similar calculation to estimate the effect of the excited states
of singly ionized argon does not seem to be necessary. The population of the
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first excited state for this species at 13,50°K is approeumately 3 x 10-6 of the
ground state value which is considerably smaller than for the-resonance states
of neutral argon. In addition, a major obstacle to such a calculetion exists in
that no oscillator strength data is available for the non-resonan' transitions
from this level, although numerous values' are available for transitions between
the more energetic but sparsely populated levels (Ref. 21).

The expression for the plasma refractive index to'be used in the anAlysis
of the present experimental measurements will therefore be given by Eq. 2.1.2
with the free electron term provided by Eq. 2.1.5, the neutral atom term R.Eql2l.8
and with the ion refractivity term to be determined as described in Sections 2.2
and 4.4.

2.2 Relationship Between the Fringe Shift and the Change in thePlasma
Phase Refractive Indek

The fringe shift 82 as obtained using a Mach-Zehnder interfergmter is

related to the change in the phase refractive indices between any two states I and
2, by the relationship.

s-=., (s 1) "Z ( - l)l] (2,..1)
S A

where superscript A refers to the wavelengths of the diagnostid radiatin -nd L
is the geometrical path length over which the change occurs. Expaiding the sum-
mation terms in Eq. 2.2.1 into the form given 'by E. 2.I.2' and denoting the 'pre-
shock and post shock (plasma) states by subscripts 1 and 2 respectively, the
fringe shift equation-now becomes..

S N1' lx12 PA ~ {&)+~la('-'(.22

where it is assumed that the preshock gas at state 1 consists -entirely pf'neutral.
argon atoms.

As the component refractivites are- linearly dependent on their res-
pective densitihaq then Eq. 20.2.2 can, be rewrittin in terms of' the ref ctivities
at standard, temperature and jpressure (STP) to give-

+ (( ")x)2x2"{( A')(o)} . (a.3)

where subscript 'o" denotes conditions at STP, x~is the degree o0f single idi-
zation, p is the mass denisityr and ( A-1)o and (±E1)o are given by Eq..S 2.1.8:'
and 2.1.5 respectively.

The expression to be us d to determine , the refractivity for

singly ionized argon at STP, is. obtained directly fiom Eq. 2.2.3:-as
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where x2 , the degree of ionization is eliminated through use of. the equality

12 RN/ P 2

and NS = 2.687 x 1O19 cm"3 is Loschpidt's number. The quantities to be experi-
mentally determined are therefore Sr,, the fringe shift between states 1 and 2,
P1 and p 2 the preshock and equilibrlum plasma mass densities and N 3 the plasma

free electron density.an sLAt 2.'

In the optical region of the spectrum, the refractivities for the heavy
particles (neutral,atoms, ions)are effectively non-dispesive whereas the free
electron refractivity varies as ?2. It is therefore-cl~ar from Eq. 2.2-.3 that
the fringe shift contribution for the heavy particles varies as .?& whereas that
for the free electrons varies as ?. {ence in order to increase the fringe shift
contribution due to the argon ion and (.onsequently the sensitivity of the experi-
mental measurements while simultaneously depressing the contribution due t the
free electrons, it is essential to conduct the experiment at as short a wave-
length as possible. As will be described in Sections 3 and 4,. this is accompli-
shed by employing the second hatmbnic of the rubyI las k 4t 3A71.75R which lies
just below the cut-off frequency foronventiohel glass optics.'

2.3 Determination 6f the Plasma Electron'fensity by the Method ofTwo
Wavelength Interferometry

In order to obtain o-l') from Eq. 2...; we must know in addition to-

the fringe shift S12 , the values of p2 and x2 . These can be obtained from the-

shock Hpgoniot equations for given values of the shock-Mach number Mi , p and

T on the assumption that the gas is in Saha equilibrium. However, 'in tie
pesence of radiation cooling, it cannot be categorically stated that the shock
generated plasma attains Saha equilibrium (Refs. 58, 59,. 60). Clearly Saha
equilibrium will exist if the electroh denhity c&lculated via the shock
Hugoniot equations is in agreemenit with the corresponding experimentally
measured value. It is the determination of this Ttter value with wh,.:ch we
are now concerned.

As discussed in Section 1.2 and 2.1, the two wavelength interferometric
technique of Alpher and White (Refs. '2, 12) is capable of providing an accurate
measure of the electron density for both equilibrium and non equilibrium plasmas.

Two simultaneous interferograms. of the bame shocked gas sample are
obtained for qavelengths -A and *A as far apart as possible, with ? > X at asx . y y x
long a wavelength as the plasma or optical system ellows. The ' 'ter require-
ment reflects the strong. ispersive nature of the free electron refractivity
where (1e-l) a N2 in contrast to the weak dispersion of the h vy particle re-
fractivities. By simultaneously solving Eq. 2.2.3 for wavelengths 'A and X

we have
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where it is explicitly assumed that the excited states do not contribute to either
the neutral atom or the ion refractivities;. The term in curly brackets in- the
denominator of Eq. 2.3.1 represents the difference -between the ratio of the ion
refractivity to the neutral atom refractivity at ?\ to that at ? . The resonance

Y, I yx
absorption transitions for neutral argon occur at 1048.2R and 1066.7R (Ref,. 21)
with the result that the dispersion for neutral argon is very weak in the near
ultra-violet, visible and near infrared regions of the spectrum. The correspon-
ding transitions for singly ionized argon occur at 918.8R and 932.oR (Ref,. 21),
so 'hat the dispersion for this species can be expected to be -even weaker than
that for neutral argon in -the same spectral .region. Hence this differencoe term
referred to above is likely to be very small. However, -by taking the pessimisti-
cally large value ,f

(I- 1)0 (PA -i) o. . ..

which for the wavelengths of the ruby laser (69.;5)' axid-(,3{1,.4'),respond to about a
16% change in the ion refractivity, the denominator 'n Eq. 2 -3.l takes a value
of (1 + 0.0063). -Similarly f'r the wavelengths of the neodymium iaser (i0600R)
and its second -harmonic (5300 ) , this term has - value of(l ; Q.60o27). it is
therefore clear that this term has a negligible effect oh 'the electron dehsity
given by Eq. 2.3.1 under normal conditions and can hence be 6mitted.

The expression to be used' to obtain the , xperimental electron density
from the fringe shift data is therefore given by

y ?x (P y (A-1 o N x )2(11AY 71),°  -1Ne IS 12 pS (2.3,.2)
( Y1 ) L 1 x-Le -o 9A 0")

Two points regarding Eq. 2.3.2 call for coient. Firstly this expressigh
is completely independent of the (as yet unknown): ion refractivity ,and only weakly
dependent on thennehtral atom refractivity thirough the ratio

(PAx/) o 0(AY T)o

which has a value close to unitY in the optical region. By assuming this ratio
to be unity, an error of 0.8_5% is generated in Ne for the wavelengths of the ruby
laser and its second harmonic. For the neodymium laser and its second harmonic ,
the corresponding error of 0.2% is less significant,.
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Secondly, the accuracy with which Ne can be measured is dependent on the
magnitude of (Ny Nx)/(Ny+ 2x). For a laser (\y ) and its second harmonic (Nx)

this terms takes a value of 1/3. As (P\ -A) approaches zero, then both tho n'whera-

tor and denomipator approach zero so that the value Ne becomes highly susceptible
to errors in Sh iand S, . It should be mentioned that Alpher and White (Ref. 2,
12) made the a2itional assumption that (pA"Y-1) = (vY-1)0 = const, with the
result that A A

N 0 -Ay? x/ -A 2

N - 12 -xs y J (2.3.3)

However, in their case, the wavelength separation was somewhat smaller
with (N - X )/(xy + Ax ) = 0.14, so that this-approximation is-morelacceptable

althougK a price is paid in accuracy as has already been noted.

3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

3.1 Shock Tube

A detailed account of the construction and operation of the UTIAS 4"'x
7"f combustion driven shock tube -has been given by 'Boyer .(Re'f. 35). However,

several modifications and improvements were made to this facility with a view to
expediting the present experiments. Th'sr are described in the following sections.

3.1.1 Shock Tube Driver Section

A number of refinements have been made in the operation of the combus-
tion driver facility. It was noticed that the stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen
and oxygen diluted by 75% of helium tended to exhibit rough combustion. This
became manifest as a series of high frequency ( 1Khz), moderate amplitude orcil-
lations superimposed on the main pressure rise. The reason for the' ressure ',races
given by Boyer (Ref. 35) not exhibiting these oscillations. may be related to the
change in length in the driver tube from the original v aue of 13.75 ft. to the
present length of 50 in. It should be ment~ioned that the period of these pressure
pulses corresponds closely to that of a single sound wave, reflecting between the
end walls of the 50 in. long combustion chamber cavity at the sound speed of the
75% helium combustion mixture (Ref. 36).

As it is conceivable that these pressure pulses might amplify into, a
detonation wave or alternatively damage and possibly break the ignition wire,,
a change to 80% helium dilution was made in view of the experiences of Nagamatsu
and Martin (Ref. 87). Although this measurehad the desired effect of achieving
smooth combustion, it was also observed to result in a small reduction in shock
Mach number for otherwise identical initial conditions together With a much
increased time to peak combustion pressure, viz, 100 ms.ec as against 10 msec.

There are several possible explanations for this reduction in per-
formance. Firstly, the more rapid rise time at 75% helium dilution may tend to
accelerate the diaphragm opening process thereby promoting more efficient shock
formation. Secondly, a longer residence time f0t combustion, in principle,
leads to higher thermal losses with a consequent drop in pressure and sound, speed
of the driver gas. 'Finally and significantly, calculations (Ref. 36) indcdate
that the peak combustion pressure at 80% helium dilution is "about 'io less than -
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for 75% dilution for the same precomb~istion pressure.

A compromise dilution of 7714 was, therefore tried and found to give
smooth combustion for which the risetime to peak combustion. pressure was com-
parable to that for 75% helium dilution. Although Benoit (Ref. 36) indicates
that this degree of dilution achieves a peak pressure approximately 5% less than
that for the 75% dilution, a similar loss of shock tube performance was not
observed.

In addition, with a view to ensuring complete combustion, the 7716%
dilution was partitioned into components of 5% hydrogen and 72-1 helium. This
ensures better hydrogen-oxygen contact and more rapid combustion while simul-
taneously raising the post-combustion sound speed without creating any undue
hazard due to the presence of an unburnt hydrogen fraction in the dump tank.

For tbim 77-% 'level of hizI um dilution, the experimentally :determined
shock tube characteristic for combustion driving into argon using a singl ,dia-
phragm was found to be given by In (-4/1)- o.422 Ms + 4,02) for, 10 < M <_ 24,,

where P4 is the peak combustion pressure,Pl is the preshok (initial)' - s
pressure and Ms is the incident shock MAch number. The ratio of p4 to Pmix' the

pre-combustion pressure for the above conditions, was found to have~ian
experimental value of 6.85 + 0.25 whereas the calculated value was about 8.05
(Ref. 36). As P4 is initially determined by the shock requirements, the con-
servative Value of (p4/pmix) = 6.60 was therefore employed in conducting the

present experiments.

The other change made to the combustion system involved increasing the
thickness of the tungsten heating wire used to ignite the combustion .mixture from
a diameter of 0.010" to 0.015" with a view to reducing the possibility, of a break
before, during or after a -run and hence to ensure use of the wre for several
runs. Initially, the 50 inch length of 0.015 in.dia. wire has a resistance of
0.61 ohms which tends io double after each run due to oxidation. The wire was
usually changed after the resistance, exceeded 2 ohms or a fter every three runs
whichever comes first.. For high pressure runs , 500- psi) howewer, the wire

tended to break during combustion but without any otherwise deleterious effects
on the combustion process or the facility.

In order to heat the tungsten wire to the same temperature in order
to maintain smooth combustion, the voltage on the 4iF capacitor was increased
by 50% to 12.75 Kv providing an energy density of about 90 Joules per foot of
0.015" diameter wire, sufficient to make the wire glow a bright red-orange colour
when tested in air at one atmosphere pressure.

A common cause of detonation is localized ignition. In the present
system these conditions were observed to exist in the form of arcing at the
wire terminals due to inadequate clamping pressure. This became particularly
important in view of the above mentioned voltage increase. Careful redesign
of the end clamps was found to be sufficient to eliminate this localized spark-
ing.

3.1.2 Criteria for Design of the-Shock Tube ,Diaphragms

The bursting pressure characteristics for circular scribed diaphragms
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given by Boyer (Ref. 35) refer to discs of annealed stainless steel type 302 with
an unsupported diameter of 61 inches. However, the diaphragms now used have been
standardized to stainless steel type -04 with a 2B finish for which the diaphragm
clamp has a clear diameter of 7-1/8 inches. The production of new calibration
curves was therefore found to be necessary.

A series of tests using -the hydraulic diaphragm bursting rig described
in Ref. 35 was performed on annealed diaphragms of type 304 stainless steelhhaving
thicknesses of 0.062, 0.109 and 0.172 inches. The experimentally measured burst-
ing pressures for the scribed diaphragms p was adequately described by the
dimensionless relationship h

where pt is the bursting pressure of the unscribed diaphragm, h is the residual
diaphragm thickness after scribing and t is the total diaphragm thickness. The
measurements indicated a value for n = 2.20 + 0.1 for (h/t) >,0.10 where the
error limits for n are due to a number of uncertainties, e.g., v&riations in
raterial composition, degree of anneal, diaphragm wedge angle and total thickness
h and also to errors in measurements of Pt ph and h.

The bursting pressure of the unscribed diaphragms, pt' was found tb be
given by the usual relationship (Ref. 81)

Pt = (4--t K  (3. 1.2.2)

where a is the ultimate tensile strength for the- annealed material(85000 psi for
SS304), d is the unsupported diameter of the diaphragms and -K is a factor which-
corrects for the non-ideality of the diaphragm performance dud to the competing
effects of work hardening and diaphragm thinning which occur during deformation
just prior to bursting. Ideally K -should be unity and in reality !hat'a Value close
to this value. Unfortunately a universal experimental value of K was not ob-
tained, possibly due to variations in material composition, .degree of anneal,
wedge angle and surface finish. Specific Values of K for each diaphragm thick-
ness are as follows:

t = 0.172 in, K = l.10

t =.0.109 in, K = 1.10 for SS304 and- d = 7-1/8. In

t = 0.062 in, K = l.O6 '

For combining Eq. 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2 the bursting presstre for a given scribed
diaphragm is given by

h t )K(J. . (3.1-2.3)

which when combined with the experimental values of n and K, gives a reliable
prediction of diaphragm performance,for (h/t) > 0,10.
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given by Boyer (Ref. 35) refer to discs of annealed stainless steel type 302 with
an unsupported diameter of 61 inches. However, the diaphragms now used have been
standardized to stainless steel type Z04 with a 2B finish for which the diaphragm
clamp has a clear diameter of 7-1/8 inches. The production of new calibration
curves was therefore found to be necessary.

A series of tests using the hydraulic diaphragm bursting rig described
in Ref. 35 was performed on annealed diaphragms of type 304 stainless steellthaving
thicknesses of 0.062, 0.109 and 0.72 inches. The experimentally measured burst-
ing pressures for the scribed diaphragms p was adequately described by the
dimensionless relationship h

rh> ) h>)n (3.1.2.1)Ph t

where pt is the bursting pressure of the unscribed diaphragm, h is the residual
diaphragm thickness after scrIbing and t is the total diaphragm thickness. The
measurements indicated a value for n = 2.20 + 0.1 for (h/t) > 0.10 where the.
error limits for n are due to a number of uncertainties, e.g., variations in
material composition, degree of anneal, diaphragm wedge angle and total thickness
h and also to errors in measurements of P Ph and h.

The bursting pressure of the unscribed diaphragms, pt was found to be
given by the usual relationship (Ref. 81)

pt (3.1.2.2)

where o is the ultimate tensile strength for the annealed material(85000 psi for
SS304), d is the unsupported: diameter of the diaphragms and K is a factor which
corrects for the non-ideality of the diaphragm performance due to the competing
effects of work hardening and diaphragm thinning which occur during 'deformation
just prior to bursting. Ideally K should be unity and in reality has a alue close
to this value. Unfortuntely a universal experimental value of K was not ob-
tained, possibly due to variations in material comp6ition, degree of anneal,
wedge angle and surface finish. Specific values of K for each diaphragm thick,
ness are as follows:

t = O.172 in, K =l.0l

t = 0.109 in, K = 1.10 fori SS304 and d 7-1/8L n

t = 0.062 in, K =l06

For combining Eq. 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2 the bursting pressure for a given scribed
diaphragm is given by

Ph =  (3.1.2;3)

which when combined with the- experimental values of n and K, gives a rejiable
prediction of diaphragm performance.for (h/t) > 0.1O.
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3.1.3 Shock Tube Driven Section

Modifications to the driven section were primarily centered around im-
proving the shock tube vacuum with a view to obtaining a high purity test gas
sample in the test section prior to shock arrival.

Through the introduction of a 6 in. dia. vacuum diffusion pump between
the shock tube and Roots blower vacuum pump (see Ref. 35), a vacuum and leak-
outgassing rate of about 1 x lO5 mmHg. and 1 x 10l5 mm Hg/mn. respectively were
obtained after a 24 hour pumpdown period. The relatively long pumpdown period
is due to the large volume of the shock tube dump tank '(35.4 cu.ft.) in relation
to the shock tube channel (9.6 cu.ft.) together with the low conductance of the
shock tube which connects the dump tank to the vacuum pumps.

If desired the vacuum and combined, outgassing-leak rate could be im-
proved by about an order of magnitude by 'extending the pumpdown period from
2 to 3 days. However, as events transpired, a high degree of test-gas purity
was not required particularly as the argon test gas was intentionally seeded
with approximately 0.4% of molecular hydrogen by pressure to? reasons to be
discussed in Section 4.2.

The argon and hydrogen test. gases used in'heee experiments °were both.
of the 'Linde High Purity Grade' type. The argon.has a 'manufacturers minimum
purity of 99.996% by volume with a typical trace gas analysis of less than 15
ppm of nitrogen, 7 ppm of oxygen and 5 ppm of carbonaceous matter together with
a dew point of better than -710F. Similarly the hydrogen has a quoted purity of
99.99% by volume with less than 200 ppm of nitrogen and 10 pl ± of' oxygen to-
gether with a dew point better than,-71 F.

The hydrogen was first admitted into a calibrated reservoir to a pre-
determined pressure and then released into the shock tube. The argon test gas
was then added directly to the shock tube until the desired total initlal
pressure was attained.

3.1.4 Measurement of the Incident Shock Wave Properties

The measurement of T and p the initial (1reshock) test .gas temperature
and pressure respectively and s the incident sh ck'velocity is in principle
most straightforward and has aiready been discudsed 'b many authors.

However in the present experiments, a great deal of care had to be
taken to reduce errors in the mea3urenient of these parameters, particularly
as they define the boundary conditions for calculating the shock properties
from the shock Hugoniot equations. For example, a l. err6r in the measurement
of U generaLes a 4% error in the calculated value of N , the eleqtron dehsi~ty
for a M = 20 shock intp 1 mm Hg of argon.

(i) Initial PreshockTemperature, T 1 .

The initial temperature was measured by means of a mercury bulb ther-
mometer calibrated in 0.20C intervals which was inserted into a 2 in. deep x
1/4 in.dia. oil filled port located close to the t st sectioni It was assumed
that the test gas rapidly comes into a state of thermal equilibrium with the
shock tube in the time period between test gas admission and shock initiati.on
(- 5 min). VAlues for the initial temperat ure were interpolated t& the-neErest
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0.1 C with an estimated overall error of + 0.1C. This corresponds to a
maximum error 6f + 0.03% in the absolute Value of the initial temperature.

(ii) Initial (Preshock) Pressure, p 1

The initial pressure p1 was monitored by means of ai: oil manometa,
based on the design of Hayward (Ref. 38), which covers the pressure range from
0.1 to 40 mm~g.

The manometer consists of a 50 cm long x 1-cm i.d. U-tube, which is
connected at one end to an oil reservoir and at the other end to the vacuum
system via a length of flexible vacuum tubing. By rotating the manometer through
1200 about a horizontal axis, the oil (Dow Corning type 704 diffusion pump
oil) is allowed to collect in the reservoir and is v.gorously agitated for
several minutes so as to induce rapid degassing. Hayward has shown that this
type tf manometer gives a much better correlation with a McLeod gauge than the
more conventional fixed U tube -oil manometer hav-ng a-cross tube with stopcock.

Dow Corning Corp. (Ref. 39) quote a specific gravity of 1.07 at 25°C
for DC704 oil with a corresponding temperature coefficient of 9.5 x 1074/0C. A
laboratory check on the specific gravity of the sample used produced a value
of 1.069 at 250C which was therefore employed in the present measurements to-
gether with the temperature coefficient given above.

The initial preshock pressure p1 in mmg is obtained from the difference

in oil levels H mm oil by the relationship

1) = i (Poil,Tl°C mmHg

PHg, °C

where p o = 13.595 is the specific gravity of mercury at 0 C and p ,o =
1.069 + 5-T) x 9.5 x 10 is the specific gravity of the oil at Ti C

where T is the laboratory air temperature in the neighbourhood of. the manometer.
1

With a view to ensuring an accurate measurement of p1 , the manometer was
fitted with a viewing cursor ,and back view mirror so as t. provide & horizontal
reference mark and to avoid a parallax rading error. In addition the vertical
position of the manometer was checked from time to time with a plumb line.

Originally it was only intended to use the oil manometer for pressures
down to about 2 mmHg and to use a McLeod gauge (5 mHg to 1 4iHg) for lower
pressures down to 0.3 mmHg. However, in the range of overlap Of the two gauges,
the McLeod gauge gave readings which were about 3% higher than those for the
oil manometer. This was initially thought, to be due to a poor reference vacuum
in the isolated limb of the manometer but was ruled out after leak testing the
manometer. In addition, the vapour pressure of the DC 704 oil is about
2 x 10-8 mmHg at 250 C (Ref. 39) and is therefore not a, contributing, factor
to this difference.

In the absence of any obvious fault in the oil manometer, the error
was therefore ascribed to the calibration of the McLeod gp:ge (Stokes Model
No. 276-AA). Consequently all p1 measurements were made on the oil manometer

with the main source of error considered to be that ,due to the visual reading.
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of the oil levels; this was estimated tobbe + 0.1 mm of oil which at pl = ,0.3

mmHg corresponds to a maximum random error o + 2%'.

However, in order to attain these limits of accuiracy- at low p1 values,
the oil manometer should be isolated for at least 10 minutes after admissin, of
the test gas before H is read in order to allow the oil adhering to the tube
walls to drain back through the meniscus. A 'settling' reading error betwebh the
left and right hand limbs is thereby avoided.

(iii) Incident Shock Velocity, US_

The incident shock velocity is obtained by the usual method: of, measuring
the time interval between shock arrival at two axially displaced pressure sensi-
tive detectors. The detectors are separated by 609.6 +'0.'i = and located at
points which are equal distances upstream ard downstream of the centre of the-
test section windows (see Fig. 2). The piezo-electric shock detectors (Atlantic
Research LD 25 Blast Pressure Transducers) are flush mounted uand have 6 ,.dia
lead zirconate titanate elements ccvered with a thin translucent layer of-pladtt-
cized epoxy resin. The output of these gauges is approximately O.5Y),Psi.p ,

The signals from the pressure detectors are taken directly Via short
leads to battery-driven emitter-follower units, having unit amplifidadton ahd
1/lOpsec risetime ard then to the start and -top inputs of a + )/liOjisec :resblutibhn
electronic timer (Hewlett Packard Universal .,ounter 5325A). This counter-timer
has separate variable triggering levei capability for each channel so that varia-
tions in sensitivity between gauges c.an be accommodated. However, whereverp6ssible
matched gauges were used so as to reduce both temporal and: spatiai. ejrors.Ancured
in measuring the shock velocity.

The finite size (6 mm dia) of the piezo-electric elemnts introdutes a
maximum uncertainty of + 6 mm intc the distance separating the gauges, However,
it was considered that by using matched gauges, this uncertainty ,ould be reduced
to + 3 mm which corresponds to + 1/2% uncertainty in the-gauge separation..

The risetime of the output waveform of these gauges int esponse to-the
frozen shock front pressure jump is generally of the order of lpsec as illustrated
by the lower trace of oscillogram (b) in Fig. 3 . The, fist, - 'ring' pf these
gauges has a risetime of about 1/2 lsec and an amplitude of about 60% of the total
pressure rise. The separate channels of the timei are therefore :set to trigger
at 50% of the anticipated voltage rise for the frozen shock pressure rise. This
introduces a maximum uncertainty of + 1/2 tsec into the time interval measurement
which in a typical period of 100 sec constitutes a random error of +i/2%.

Hence the temporal uncertainty of + 1/2% due to. the finite rise time
of the gauge combined with the spatial uncertainty of + 1/2% introduces-A aGotal
possible random error of + 1% into the measurement of the shock velocity. 'Check
measurements made using two pairs of similarly displaced gauges with a similar
counter produced discrepancies between the two readings of the order of 1/16 psec
indicating that the + 1% error referred to above is somewhat pessimistic.

A problem encountered with these pressure gauges at &n early stage in
the project is illustrated by the apparent precursor profile in osci'llogram' (a)
of Fig. 3 which tended to cause the Various electronic units to pre-trigger.

As strong shocks into argon are known to produce significant photon and
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electron precursors (Ref. 40), it was suspected that the precursor signal monitored
by the pressure gauges was due to one or both of these aforementioned sources.

In the first instance the translucent epxy resin covering the gauge was
given an additional covering otf Gransparent silicone (General Electric RTV) rubber.
This had no effect in blocking the precursor signal suggesting, that electron leak-
age to the gauge elements was not the cause. However, a similar f'ilm of black sili-
cone rubber completely blbcked this precursor as, illustrated by osciiiogram (b)
in Fig. 3, suggesting that the precursor was due solely to the photon flux coming
from the strongly radiating equilibrium region behind the shock front. This is
not surprising as it is well known that the piezo-electric effect is always accom-
panied by the pyro-electric effect in whimh an electric charge is7 produced at
crystal surfaces exposed to thermal radiation (Ref. 31).

The general consensus in the literature concerning the precursor phenomenon
is that for strong shocks into inert gases the observable precursor electron den-
sity is produced by photoionization (Ref. 4Q) whereas for relatively weak shocks,
e.g., M < 10 into argon, the observed precursor electrons are now thought to be
due to electron diffusion (see Refs. 40, 42, 43) which for conditions of high Mach
number becomes masked by. the photoionization process.

It is felt that some attention should be paid to the effect of shock
attenuation both on the shock velocity measurement and on the plasma properties
behind the shock front.,

For shock Mach numbers from 17 to 24 and initial pressures from, 0.3 to
3 mm Hg, the shock front attenuation in the region .of the test section was very
low being typically 1/3% per foot of the 7 in. x 4 in. shock ,tube., The attenua-
tion as monitored by several velocity measurements in the test section region was
generally so low as to be less than the uncertainty in the measurement of the
shock velocity itself which has,.been shown to be qf the order + 1%.,

As will be indicated in Section 4, the ionization relaxation. region from
the shock front to conditions of Saha eqjilibrium is usually of the order of
10 to 20 mm so that the effect of attenuation on the shock properties over.this
distance can be neglected in view of the- .attenuation .figures given above.

3.2 Optical Diagnostics and Recording Equipment

The description of the optical system is broadly divided into ar z:s deal-
ing with the laser light source, the interferometer itself and finaly the photo-
graphic recording system.

3.2.1 Laser Light Source

Dual-frequency lasers have been employed by a number of authrs to.
observe various plasma phenomena either by interferomettic or schlieren ,techniques
(Ref. 44 to 49).

The dual frequency laser employed is a TRG 104A system, which is giant
pulsed by means of an integrally-mounted Pockels cell Q-switch and is capable of
operating either as a ruby or a neodymium doped glass laser by suitable choice
lasing element and cavity end--reflectors. The ruby laser operates at a wAvelength
of 6943.5X at 24C (Ref. 80) with a spectral bandwidth of less than O.l. aand when
Q-switched produces a 30-MW pulse of 15-nsec duration. Similarly the neodimium
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laser operates at 1060OX with a bandwidth of about 5Q9 for which the Q-switched
power and pulse duration are 20-MW and 15-nsec, respectively.

The second harmonic generator for the ruby laser consists of a critically
oriented crystal of potassium di-hvdrogen phosphate (KDP) which is .mounted in ,an
oil-filled cell attached directly -, the output end of the laser cavity. Power
generation for this process is typically 5 to 10% efficient for the 31-cm. long
crystal and produces coherent radiation at 3471.75R, which is both parallel to
and concurrent with the incident laser radiation. he spectral bandwidth of :the
second harmonic of the ruby laser is typically Q.90 or less. Similarly an
appropriately cut KDP crystal is used to achieve second harmonic geiieration of
the neodymium laser output at 53QQR with a bandwidth Of less than 2...

A certain measure of care should be taken in the adjustment and use of
these second harmonic generators. Although the fundamental and second harmonic
beams are parallel, the second harmonic beam becomes disp~aced rom the axis of
the fundamental due to double refraction within the 1W? (Ref. 50).. ,7 ' both the
ruby and neodymium lasers, the angular displacement of the second harmonic in
KDP is approximately 1.770 (Refs. 50, 51), which for the 3-cm. path-lengthq ,y ta!
currently employed, corresponds to an output beam displacement .of,0.92 it. It is
therefore clear that when the dual frequency is used to illuminate a schlibren
system, the laser shoed be arranged so that the axes of both the ,fundamental
and second harmonic beams intersect the schlieren.knife edge.

The efficiency of second harmonic generation is critically dependent
on the orientation of the WP Pcrystal with respect to, the incident laser beam
(Ref. 52) necessitating careful adjustment. Second harmonic generation is also
strongly temperature dependent (Refs. 5 2, 53) such that small ch&nges -in the
tempe rature of the ?DP induced by variable laboratory conditions or ,byfrequent
laser operation can result in a large reduction in ksecond-harmonid power piver-
sion. Ideally this unit should be contained in a thermostatically controll.ed
environment. For second-harmonic .generation by the ruby laser (Ref. 553.) and
the neodymium laser (Ref. 52 in. KDP, the temp&rature gradients tr the phase
matching angle are 46artsec/ C and 33.6 arsec/C respectvely.

In the field, of optical plasma diagnostics, the advantages of -the
pulsed laser over the more conventional spark or exploding wire light are as
follows:

(i) The short pulse duration of the Q-switched laser, generally from 10 to
30 nsec, is about an order of magnitude shorter than for ,thermal sources.
of adequate intensity. For the laser, this results in excellent shock
front and relaxation zone defintion when photographic recording is
employed.

(ii) The high int,ensity laser radiation is ideal for discriminating against
plasma radiation particularly when mployed in canunctin witha com-

binf J:on of spatial and spectral filters. However, caTe mus tbe .akew
to (nsure that 'the spatial power deinsity of the laser, radiai on, is
not sufficient to cause breakdown of the transmission or reflection
media. If the beam is brougb . to a sharp focus-either in air or some.
other gaseous system, local plasma formation may occur resulting in
a lo9s of usable laser power due to absorption." In,,the case. of mirror
and filter surfaces or transmission media such as absqrption filters.,
lenses, windows, etc., permanent radiation damage can occur.
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(iii) The high degree of spectral (temporal) coherence of the laser output
makes for excellent wavelength definition e.g., the -ruby Iaser -wave-
length at 240C is 6943.5R (Ref. 80) with a bandwidth- of 0.IL when
resonant cavity end reflectors are used. With a white light source,
an acceptable degree of monochromaticity can be obtained by means of
interference filters but at the expense of -a large drop in intensity.

As discussed in Section 2.1, it is necessary for the laser wave-
length to be remote from any absorption lines or bands -of the trans-
mitting medium under investigation, in order to avoid the effects of
anomalous dispersion or -absorption. However, in certain circumstances,
these effects can betutilized to selectively monitor the populations
and behaviour of specific internal states, particularly those involw~d ,
in transitions which control a given relaxation or reaction process.

(iv) The ability bf the pulsed- laser to Operiate oer a wiOe& range- of
wavelength -from the near ultra-violet (347 I) to the near infra-
red (10600A) makes it an ideal light source for plasma interfero-
metry. This laser therefore operates over the full spectral band-
width of the present optical system. The second harmoni6 of the
the ruby laser at 3471R lies just below the cutoff -frequency of
conventional glass optics whereas the fundamental of the neodymium
laser at 1060OX lies at -the long waVelength sensitivity limit'of
currently available photographi6 emulsions.

The two-wavelength plasma interferometry tedhniques of Alpher
and White (Ref. 2) for -measuriing--lectron density, xequires a, long
wavelength light souk6& 6pdke&ting simultaneusly- at two different
wavelengths (see Section-2.3)4 This role is ideallymet by the
neodymium laser and its Sec6ndl harm6nic generator- operating simul-
taneously at l060O and 5300R-.

For the observation of changes in mass density a short wave-
length source is required (see Section 2.2)-and- is accomplished- by
use of the ruby laser second harmonic at 847-i1.

(v) By the nature of its formation, the laser beam is highly unidirectional,
being in the form of a narrow Aear parallel beam -with a- divergence of
a few milliradians such that a system of condensing optics is not
necessary.

(vi Due to the monochromatic and unidirectional dtate of the laser beam,
it can (in principle) be focussed down to a diffraction limited spot.
The laser is therefore an ideal source for use in chl'ieren -photd-
graphy as the sensitivity of this techn.que is an inverse function
of source size (Ref. 82).

However, plasma formation and kni:fe edge damA ge mair oduj , 0hce-
the laser power exceeds Some critidai valu&. A!so, fiie control of
the small source image on the knifb edge requires- ahn. extremely f-ine
degree of control.

(vii) The high degree of spatial and temporal ,coherence of the laser beam
makes it an ideal interferometer light source. When a- white 1Viht
(thermal) source is used to illuminate a Mach-Zehder type interferometer,
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it is necessary to path length match the two beam paths to within half
a wave (A/2) if a fringe field of high contrast is to,.be obtained.
However, with the laser, this requirement can be relaxed.

If the bandwidth of the laser oubput is A4? for laser radiation.
of wavelength X, tnen it can be easily shown by a cJassical wave
optics argument that the allowed path length mismatch over which the
two beams become ?V2 out of phase is given by; /2/XN Fo the ruby
laser operating at 69439 with a spectral bandwidth of 0., this means
that the path length of the two beams must not differ by more -,than
2 cms if high fringe contrast is to be obtained. .i~eieedymium laser
operating at 30600A has a bandwidth of'about 56A so'that in this
case a path length mismatch of only 0.1 mm is allowed.

However, the direct use of the laser beam .does carry certain, dis-
advantages. Firstly, the spatial or transverse modes of the laser beam
result in non-uniform illumination of the syst m under investigation
unless spatial mode s~lection has been empleyed usually resulting in a

reduction in beam intensity. Secondly, due to the cohiernent nature of
the laser radiation, small imperfections and dust particles in the
optical system tend to generate a system of diffractien.ri..gs which
are clearly visible in the photographic plane. inalliy; ihumerous
sets of unwanted fringes tend to form by interference between, the many
optical surfaces in the system all of which become visible in -the
photographic plane. As wili be described in Section 3.14, these diffi-
culties can be eliminated by spoiling the phase coherence of the laser
beam by transmission through a diffuser, which in effect becomes the
interfercmeter light source.

3.2.2" Electronic Operation

The operation of the laser as the shock tubeiinterferometer light source
is complicated by the fact that the lasing elements must be flash ,lamp pumped
for a fixed period of time prior to Q-switching in order that the requred.
population inversion is attained.

The Pockels cell Q-switch is arranged to open at a time ,when the flash
lamp output is just beginning to decay If the Pockels, cell is .opened at .an
earlier time, then in addition to the require.d giant pulse, .a series of norh l
mode pulses will be obtained, as the quarter-wave voltage is re-applied to the
Pockels cell over A period of about 1 msec., This will result in a.-number of
undesired interferograms being super-imposed on the desired interferogram of
the shock phenomenon under investigation. Alternatively., if the,,Pockels cell
is opened at a later time, then a,much weaker, giant pulse will be obtained
('9ef. 54). The flash lamp pumping times for the ,ruby and neodymium lasing ele-
ment& as used in the TRG 104A laser system are 950 + 25 .sec and .800 + _0-gsec
respectively. The 800 gsec delay period for the neodymium Iaser provides a
giant pulse which is just sufficient for interference fringe .photography but
which subsequently allows the laser to free run in .normal mode operation. This
effect manifests itself as a loss in fringe resolution rather than as a series
of multiple exposures as can be seen in the interferogram produced by the neo-
dymium laser shown in Fig. 15(ii). Howeyer the second harmbnic generation process
varies as the square of the fundamental laser pulse power so that these normal
mode pulses are too weak to generate a perceptible level of second. harmonic

radiation. This accounts for the r.latively 'noise' free interferogram produced
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by the second harmonic shown in Fig. 15(i). Fortunately the ruby laser can be
Q-switched after a longer delay period ( - 950 gsec) without incurring a serious
loss in giant pulse power but where the flash radiation has decayed to a level
which is below threshold for normal mode laser operation.

Hence a certain knowledge of the shock velocity and attenuation is
required prior to each shock run in order that the laser flash lamp can be arranged
to trigger at the appropriate time prior to shock arrival in the test section.
A schematic of the system by which this is achieved is shown in Fig. 2. Shock
arrival at pressure gauge 1 triggers the delay generator which after the elapse
of the delay period triggers the flash lamp capacitor bank. The delay-generator
period plus the flash lamp pump period is therefore equal to the time the shock
front takes to travel from detector 1 to the centre of the'0test~teation.

The Pockels cell Q-svitch is similarly activated via a delay circuit
initially triggered -by shock detector 2. The delay period in this case is
arranged to be such that the Pocke6s cell opens when the shock front is in the
desired position in the test section aperture. The delay generator for the
Pockels cell is conveniently triggered by the synchronized output signal of -ch6
'start' channel of the counter timer.

3.2.3 Mach-Zehnder Interferometer

Tie construction and operation of the 9 in. dia. aperture Mach;Zehnder
interferometer has been described by Hall (Ref. 55). The adjustment procedure
for obtaining and focussing the fringes, which is essentially the same as described
by Hall but with small refinements and modifications resulting from the installation
of the pulsed laser light source, will be described in the following section
(3.2.4).

A scale drawing of the interferometer is shown in Fig. 4. The.,ceintral
body of the interferometer is formed by a 3/8 in. thick welded U-shaped box
frame structure. The projections at eithei end supporting the par4belic col-li-
mating and condensing mirrors are canvas coyered to prevent dust &nd , i currents
from entering the interferometer.

During operation of the interferometer, it was found that small changes
in the laboratory temperature had a marked effect on the fringe settings. The
small rise in the laboratory temperature generated by 'the electronid equipment,
used in the shock tube experiments was fokid to have a considetable effect on the.
setting of the focus, orientation and spacing of the fringes during the 4"to
5 minute interval between the taking of the -no-flow -and flow iLnterferograms.

Further investigations showed that the steel shell of the interter6-1
meter was expanding or contracting almost instantaneously in response to these
small changes in the laboratory air temperature. Temperature changes of the
order- of 1/100C were found to induce changes in the interferometer setting '

sufficient to generate movements of the order of 1/16 fringe at 3471R. 1
By lagging the outside 'of the interferometer shell With 1 in. tlick

foam sponge, the response time of the ihterferometer to temperature changes-
was increased from about 30 seconds to about 10 milnutes thereby providing an
adequate delay period in which to conduct the shock tube-interferometer experi-
ments. Additional precautions involved placing non-interferometric 'quaity
windows over the entry and exit parts of the interferometer. and enclosing: the
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optical paths between the shock tube test section and interferometer with foam
sponge tubes with a view to preventing the entry of both dust particles and air
currents into the interferometer.

3.2,4. Adjustment and Operation of the Interferometer

The laser system, the interferometer, the test and compensating chamber
sections and the camera are all initially centered and co-aligned by means of a

* helipum-neon laser as shown in Fig. 5(a). The purpose of the pentagonal prism
is to ensure that the optical axis of the helium-neon laser effectively coincides
with that of the ruby/neodymium laser.

As the position of the test section windows is fixed, all other components
in the 3ystem including the compensating chamber must be positioned with respect
to the test section aperture. The optical axis of the interfermeter is arranged
to be perpendicular to the shock tube axis by adjusting the various system com-

ponents until the reflection of the laser beam from the test section windows is
returned to the laser cavity.

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, accurate path length matching of a two
beam int(,rferometer is not necessary when using a laser light source having a
long colherence length. However, thib leads to the undesirable effects of laser
mode structure, spurious fringes and dust generated diffraction patterns being
visible in the photographic plane. These effects can be eliminated by passing
the laser beam through a diffuser which becomes in effect a light source of finite
size. The spatial modes of the laser beam bedome smeared oub Iresulting in uniform
illumination of the test section whereas the diffraction rings and the fringes are
effectively eliminated due to the reduced spatial coherence of the b-eam transmitted
by the diffuser. The diffuser is therefore located at the focus of the collimating
optics of the interferometer, which in this case is a 60 in.foal length para-
bolic mirror (see Fig. 4). As a resut of this expedient, it now bec6mes neces-
sary to path length match the interferometer according to the procedure described:
by Hall (Ref. 55).

Path length matching is initially achieved using a high pressure mercury-
vapour lamp light source together with a- cond nsing- lens*,and-scwice-slit as. shown
in Fig. 5(b) (see Ref. 55 for details concerning adjustment of interferometer
opticsf). Once fringes are Visible on the camera screen, the central order fringes
can be located using a hand spectroscope. By inIging three or four horizontal
fringes onto the vertical spectroscopie slit, oblique frihges are observed in
the spectroscope. Beam splitter 1 (see Fig. 4,) is then translated until the
fringes in the spectroscope become horizontal. These are then the central
order fringes where the two optical paths of the interferometer are equal for

* Hall (Ref. 55) omitted to mention in his procedure that after path length

matching of the interferometer by translation of -beam splitter 1 as described
in Section 3.2 of Ref. 55, the two beams are no longer exactly superimposed.,
This therefore necessitates further adjustments of mirrors 1 and 2 as des-
cribed in Section 3.1 of Ref. 55 although this, iterative procedureirapidly
converges to point where high contrast monochromatic fringes can be seen.
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all wavelengths to within a distance of the order of one wavelength.

Both the virtual fringes focussed in the test section and the image of
the test section are then brought to a real focus on the camera screen by use
of a large diffuse light source (see Ref. 55 for procedural- details). This con-
veniently takes the form of a domestic tungsten lamp as shown in Fig. 5 (d).

The pulsed (ruby or neodymium) laser is then centered and aligned with
the optical axes of the system using a helium-neon laser and pentagonal prism
as shown in Fig. 5(e).

The optical system as employed in the dual frequency laser interfero-
meter experiments is shown in Fig. 5(f). The 1-cm dia. dual-frequency laser
beam is reduced to a spot of about 5-mm dia. on a double sided diffuser by means
of a weak single compcnent lens. The diffuser was produced by grinding, both
facez; of a miroscope slide with a 10 k alumina or carborundum grit. The :effective
source size was then defined by a 5-mm dia. stop affixed to the output side of
the diffuser (see Fig. 5(f)).

Although use of this diffuser resulted in a considerable reduction in
the intensity of the interferometer beam, it was still found to be sufficient
to activate 300 ASA panchromatic emulsions at 6943R while simultaneously pro-
viding adequate discrimination against the argon shock plasma radiation.

In principle the finite size of the source aperture tends to degrade
the degree of collimation of the interferometer beam and also to limit the .number
of fringes visible in the plane of focus. For the present system, the 5-mm
diameter aperture corresponds to an interferometer beam divergence of about
0.10 which over the 4 .010-in. width of the shock tube path length, results in a
limiting spatial resolution of about 0.01 in. Similarly the nimber of visible
fringes, given by 1/02 (Ref. 56), where 0 is the interferometer divergence half
angle, is if the order of lO5. it is therefore clear that the finite size of
the diffuser light source does not constitute a real limitation on the use of
this system in the present circumstances.

3.2.5 Test Section and Compensating Chamber Mindows j
The 8 in. dia. aperture x 3-3/4 in. thick test section and conroehsating

chamber windows were manufactured from Schott BK7 optical quality glass and
were polished flat so that the 8 in. diameter transmitted &vefront of each
window was flat to N/4 at 6328 with wedge angles not exceeding I sec of arc.

The windows were mounted so as to provide a disturbance free flow
to the shock wave. However, during manufacture, the inner edge was given a
45 x 1/8" wide bevel as a precaution against chipping. Although this de-

pression did not generate any i.nterferometrically -observable flow disturbances,
the flow stagnation in this region had the effect of causing severe erosion
giving the glass surface a sand blasted appearance. This effect was satisfac-
torily eliminated by filling the bevel in with flexible type of epoxy resin.
In order to facilitate removal of the windows from the frames, the bevel surface
was treated with an anti-bonding agent so that the epoxy resin only adhered to
the window frames.

A serious problem with these test section windows as with a previous
pair of rectangular aperture windows (Ref. 35) involved the appearance of small
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cracks originating from the re-entrant corners of bhe 'T' shaped cross section of
the windows. These cracks were found to be caused by the application of uneven
clamping pressure rather than by shock wave pressure loading. Although etching of
the re-entrant corner region with hydrofluoric acid is known to remdve surface
microcracks from which these cracks originate, optical laboratories were not pre-
pared to perform this work in view of the proximity of the interferometric quality
surfaces. Future window designs have therefore abendoned the ITt shaped cross
section support mounting for a bevel edged support format4

3.2.6 Interference Fringe Photography

The camera used for performing two wavelength interferometry is shown in
plan view in Fig. 4 and schematically in Fig. 5(f).

The interferometer beam is brought to a pbint focus at the iris diaphragm
which acts as a stop for the uncollimated plasma radiation. The image of the test
section is then focussed onto the photographic plane by an 80 cm focal length con-
verging meniscus type spectacle lens located just behind the iris diaphragm.

An aluminized beam splitter was found to be adequate for separating the
two beams although in circumstances of low intensity the use of a coa1our selective
dichroic beam splitter would be more advantageous. Narrow band interference filters
centered on the respective laser wavelengths provide further discrimination against
the plasma radiation. It is worth noting that in none of the experiments to be
described in Section 4, was the plasma radiation sufficiently intense as to be
observed on the ihterferograms. This contrasts sharplyr with the experience of
Alpher and White (Ref. 2) who employed a spark light source to perform two wave-
length interferometry on shock generated argon plasmas.

Due to the dispersive nature of the camera lens, care had to be taken -to
ensure that the photographic emulsion was correctly positioned for each of the
four laser wavelengths employed in these experiments. Precise focussing of the
centre of the test section in the photographic plane was accomplished by mounting
a grid of 0.010 in. diameter wires on both sides of the test section wind6ws . A
sharp focus of the-.test section was then obtained by moving the camera viewing
screen to a point midway between the position of focus for the two sets of wires.
As these wires were also used as reference markers from,-Which the fringe.shifts
were measured, care was taken to ensure that"the wires lay either parallel to. or
perpendicular to the shock tube axis. For the present opticl -system, the depth
of field was sufficiently large that both sets of wires- remained in reasonably
sharp focus when the camera was focussed onto the centre of the test section.

Eastman Kodak RS Panchromatic (650 A.S.A) emulsion on. 0'.007 in. thick
estar sheet base was found to provide -good response to the laser radiation at
3471 a, 5300 R and 6943 R- when processed in Kodak D19 developer.

Interference fringe photography at 10600 a, the wavelength of the
neodymium laser, presents more of & problem. Eastman Kodak I-Z spectrobcopic.
plates for use in the near infrared region were initially used in the unsensitized
condition but failed to give a sufficiently dense image. However when -sensitized
in chilled ammonia solution immediately prior to use according to the prescription
of Pope and Kirby (Ref. 57), the speed of the I-Z emulsion is increased by a
factor of about 400 which was more than adequate for the puiposes of the -present
experiments.
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A final check on the interference fringe field setting for the visible
and ultraviolet laser wavelengths was.made immediately prior to a shock run using
Polaroid (3000 A.S.A.) positive print film thereby ensuring the satisfactory fun-
ctioning of the optical - electronic system.

3.3 Data Analysis

The procedure adopted for extracting the fringe shift data from the flow
and no-flow interferograms is described in Appendix A. However there remains the
problem of making a judgement with regard to the location ofthe centre of any
given fringe.

Preliminary tests with a microdensitometer showed that the dark fringes
gave relatively sharp extrema which were easy to locate. Due to the over-exposure
of the bright fringes, these fringes become considerably broadened such that the
corresponding dark fringes in the limit of very high intensity, tend to become
well defined thin lines.

However a sufficiently accurate location of the dark fringe:centres
was obtained by enlarging the interferograms by a factor of 10 and making a direct
visual judgement of fringe location. The enlargementq-were made on Kodak 1594
Aerial Mapping Paper which maintains a high degree of dimensibnal stability after
processing. It also has a matt (i.e., non-glossy) finish which .iskes for easy-
visual interpretation.

The location of the dark fringe centre lines from- the positive enlarge-
ments were made to an.estimated accuracy of less than +.0.2 mm. This corresponds
to a maximum arror of + 0.04 fringesI at 3471. Rand 5300 5 for a minimum, fringe
spacing of 10 mm and + 0.02 fringes at 6943 9 and 10600 R for a minimum fringe
spacing of 20 mm.

4. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS, RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Introduction

The structure-of the relaxation, eguilibrium and recbmbination -regions
behind strong shocks into argon has already been examined both experimentally and
theoretically by Bershader and his cp-workers, (Refs.. 58, 59, 60). Hence onl A
brief qualitative description of the non-equilibrium processes .s gtven here in
order to familiarize the reader with the context bf the present experiments.

Figure 6(i) shows typical fringe shift profiles behind a strong shock
into argon for both the laser fundamental(?%) and second harmonic (/2) wavelengths.
The positive fringe shifts across the shock front is due to the compression of,
the neutral atom where the shift for the laser second harmonilc is,_-,pproximately
twice that for the fundamental wavelength due to the inverse linear dependence
of the heavy pa. icle fringe shift on wavelength (see EqctQ22 3). On approaching
equilibrium there is a rapid increase in the free electron concentrtion, suffi-
cient to produce a large negative fringe shift particularly at the laser fundsa.-
mental wavelength; this is due to the, linear dependence of the free electron
fringe shift on wavelength (see Eq. 2.1.5 tnd Eq. 2.2.3).

Figure 6(ii) demonstrates the two temperature nature of the incubation
zone prior to equilibrium where the neutral atoms are initially brought to a
relatively high translational or 'frozen' temperature immediately behind the
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shock front. This gas of bighly energetic neutral atoms then acts as an energy
source both for the ionization process and for the thermalization of the free
electrons.

Finally Fig. 6(iii) illustrates in terms of the changes in the

degree of ionization the various stages of non-equilibrium which exist behind a
strong shock moving into an inert gas, Regime I (in the nomenclature of Ref.
58) is the region in which ionization occurs through the relatively inefficient
atom-atom collision process in the absence of a significant concentration of free
electrons. Eventually, in Regime II, the free electron concentration becomes
such that inelastic electron-atom collisions dominate the reaction and the degree
of ionization approaches a maximum corresponding to Saha equilibrium (Ref..58).
The onset of Regime III, at a point just prior to Saha equilibrium is characterized
by a strong emission of radiation (Refs. 59, 60) which results in plasma cooling

and hence in electron-ion recombination. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 6
by the slow rise in the fringe shifts and the corresponding fall in the plasma
temperature and degree of ionization.

4.2 Experimental Measur.ements

4.2.1 Flow Disturbances

An initial series of shock experiments performed in pure argon were
consistently plagued by a complex system of flow disturbances of wavelength and
amplitude sufficient to make accurate interpretation of the interfdrograms-s
extremely difficult. Although present on all the interferograms of this series,
idential wave geometry was not reproducible from run to run for otherwise identical
boundary conditions. Typical interferograms shown in Fig. 7 for the ruby laser
and second harmonic wavelengths clearly do not exhibit the stable behaviour
antici.pated in Fig. 6(i).

Inspection of Fig. 7, especially the interferogram for 69113'
indicates the existence two opposing symmetrically displaced transverse waves with

a region of confluence in the centre. In addition the visible non-planarity of
the shock front appears to be directly related to this same syste suggesting
that the transverse waves are weak forward moving oblique shocks. It is interest-
ing that no references to any such flow disturbances were made either by,Alpher
and White (Ref. 2) or by Bershader et al (Refs. 58, 59, 60) both groups of which
performed space restlvsd optical interferometry on ionized argon shocks (Although
the interferogram in Fig. 1 of Ref. 60 does show the presence of .a relatively weak
system of waves propagating in Regime III).

It is therefore significant that the only difference between the.

conditions of the present experiment and those of the aforementioned workers
are the shock tube cross sectional dimensions. Alpher and White and Bershader
et al. used tubes of 8.25-cm x 8.25-cm and 5-cmL'x 5-cm cross section respectively
whereas the dimensions of the present facility are approximately 18-cm x 10-cm.

This suggests the possibility of a reson~nce effect in which the tube cross
sectional dimensions and the ionization relaxa-fibn zone length are such as to
form a cavity capable of supporting a system of transverse waves.

Figure 8 shows a similar pair of interferograms for a shock propa-
gating into nitrogen under similar Mach number end initial pressure conditions.
The exponential type dissociation relaxation zone is cliarly visible -for which
the equilibrium degree of dissociation is about 24%. It is interesting to see
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that the flow is completely stable and devoid of disturbances with the shock front
exhibiting a high degree of planarity (as can be seen by comparison with the od-
jdcent reference wire). This suggests that the transverse wave phenomenon already
.escribed is specific to ionized shocks for which the ratio of the shock tube: width
. , height to the relaxation zone length .exceeds some critical value. As these waves

'r.e not observed behind dissociating nitrogen shocks, it seems reasonable tdassume
.hat the argon plasma is providing a means for wave amplification.

Normally, in the absence of applied electric or magnetic fields, Plasma
Intabilities on a macroscopic scale -occur due to the existence of a tempem Atu$"e'

• -eince between the free electron and heavy particle gases where the latte "
-1 ' bosed of ions and neutral atoms,. The amplification of initially acoustiC,0

- , 4 .6ibances in a collision dominated plasma has been treated by Morse and"
.. hgajrd.'Refs. 61, 62). --

However, these authors chose to examine the more usual case in which,
: e lectron temperature Te is initially much larger than the heavy particle,'-'
t. erature Ta. Such conditions are typical of electrically generated plasmas
.U.0qhich the free electrons are initially excited to a high temperature by thJ4
apgIication of an electric field which is then terminated allowing the two
t& eature plasma to relax to equilibrium, the kinetic energy of the free,
)elettrons then being transmitted to the heavy particle gas through either a
random br a coherent collision process.

* The model of Morse and Ingard proposes that in the presence of 'a
!orq frdquency acoustic source where initially Te/Ta >> 1, the electron energy
can become coilpled to the acoustic wave such that a positive feedback occios
allowing the electronic energy to be transformed into acoustic energy. The
acoustic waves then undergoes spontaneous amplification as a result of this
.c oherent energy transfer where the plasma components all move in phase. In
addition, the variation in the state properties of the plasma componentc are.-

k pturbed to the same degree. In -he absence of an initial acoustic per.:
'tukb4tion of the plasma the thermal energy of the free electrons would be trans-
ferred to the heavy particle gas by random elastic collisions.

It is now relevant to discuss this wave amplification process as it might
apply to a thermally generated plasma 6f the type encountered in the present
experiments. The temperatures for the free electron and the heavy particle gages
existing in Regimes I and II behind the incident shock front, are the conVerse
of those discussed by Ingard and Morse such that initially Te/Ta << 1.

Figure 9 sho,s a typical two temperature relaxation profile for a M = 18
shock into argon at P1 = 3 mmHg as calculated by Oettinger and .Bersflader (Ref.,6o).

Without any theoretical justification it is proposed that, in the
case of the thermally generated -plasma, the reverse process is possible where
the coherent transfer of energy is now directed from the heavy particle gas to,
the free electrons. There is however some experimental evidence to support th1s
thesis in that the waves exist through the two temperature nature of the plasma
existing in Regimes I and II.

Calculations by Measures and -Belozerov for strong shocks into
hydrogei (Ref. 48) have shown that the electron temperature Te is essentially
equal to the heavy particle temperature Ta in the post shock relaxation zone -
As shown in Fig. 10, the temperature difference is virtually zero which contrasts
sharply with the large difference between the two temperatures for the case of
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argon as seen in Fig. 9.

This difference in behaviour between the hydrogen and argon plasmas
arises due to the much larger elastic energy transfer rate between the free electrons
and hydrogen in comparison to the corresponding value for argon. This is due to
two effects. Firstly (monatomic) hydrogen has 1/40 of the mass of argon and is
therefore in better mechanical contact with the electron gas. Secondly, unlike
that for argon, the hydrogen-electron elastic collision cross section d6esonot
exhibit the Ramsauer effect (Ref. 63). This phenomenon constitutes an anomalous
minimum in the electron-atom elastic collision cross sections for the heaVier
noble gases, which in the case of argon occurs at about 0.4 eV. However this
minimum is relatively broad so that for a thermal distribution of velocities at
135000K, the transfer of kinetic energy to the electron gas from the neutral atom
gas through the process of elastic collisions is relatively inefficient. It is
therefore clear that the influence of the Ramsauer effect on the relaxation process
will be felt primarily in Regime II where the- temperatures for both the free
electrons and the neutral atoms are approaching the equilibrium value ('see Fig.
6(ii)).

It was therefore proposed to add a small percentage of hydrogen
to the argon test gas with the purpose of reducing the temperature difference
existing between the electrons and the.neptral atomsand ions sufficiently to
create conditions unfavourable for wave amolification. The hydrogen additive,
which for the present shock conditions becomes completely dissociated on passing
through the translational shock, has the effect of increasing the- rate of energy
transfer from the argon atoms to the free electrons through a random elastic
collision process thereby raising the free electron temperature to a value closer
to that for the neutral atom gas. Simultaneously this should tend to eliminate
conditions suitable for the acoustic wave energy transfer mechanism which appears
to be highly competitive in the case of,,pure argon.

A series of experiments was therefore conducted in which varying
percentages of hydrogen were added to the argon test gas for constant initial
conditions of M = 17.10 and p = 2.85 mmHg. Typical argon shock interferograms
are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 32 corresponding to concentrations by pressure of
0.033, 0.2 and 0.4% of molecular hydrogen in the pre-shock test gas. The improved
planarity of the shock front and stability of the relaxation zone with increasing
hydrogen concentration is clearly visible.

Several interesting effects were observed. Firstly ir ling
the percentage of hydrogen in the test gas had the desired effect of aamping
out the previously observed wave disturbances until complete stability of the
shock relaxation zone was achieved for a hydrogen concentration of :0.4% by
pressure.

Secondly as anticipated the relaxation length -for Regime Ibecomes
considerably reduced as the atom-atom ionization cross section for hydrogen is
much larger than that for argon. Specifically the initial slope of the hydrogen-
hydrogen excitation collision cross section curve for the rate controlling ground
state to first excited state transition (Ref. 48) is about two orders of magnitude
larger than the corresponding value for argon (Ref. 64). As already postulated,
the presence of small percentages of hydrogen in the argon test gas will raise
the electron temperature both in Regimes I and II. It can therefore be expected
that the lengths of Regime II will also be reduced ai the ionization rate for
electron-atom collisions is strongly dependent on the electron temperature,
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varying approximately as Te3/2 (Ref. 58).

Figure 13 shows a plot of the normalized total relaxation zone
length plx for argon shocks as a function of the conce±itration of molecular
hydI.ogen in the initial test gas for M = 17 and p = 2.85 mmHg where X is the
experimentally measured overall relaxation zone leigth. The (visually fitted)
curve turough the data points appears to asymptote satisfactorily towards the
value for pure argon (10 p p m impurity level) obtained by Wong and Bershader (Ref.
58)-. The addition of relatively large concentrations of oxygen or helium had little
effect either on the wave disturbances or the relaxation zone length (see Fig.13).

A further series of shock runs indicated that the addition of 0.4%
of molecular hydrogen to the argon test gas resulted in the complete damping of'
the previously observed disturbances for M = 17 to 24 and for corresponding
P1 = 3.0 to 0.3 mmHg. Consequently all shock runs made for the purpose of ieasur-
ing the refractivity of singly ionized argon, were made using a test gas contain-
ing O4% of molecular hydrogen by partial pressure.

The employment of this expedient immediately raises the question
concerning the effect of the hydrogen additive on the experimental fringe shift
data, on both the ex.perimental and calculated shock properties used in the data
reduction and consequently on the final refractivity results for singly ionized-
argon. A calculation was therefore performed to estimate the effect of 0.4% of
hydrogen on the frozen argon shock properties as exist immediately behind the
translational shock front prior to the onset of ionization. It was assumed that
the molecular hydrogen becomes completely dissociated on passipg through the inci-
dent shock. For shock Mach numbers from 17 to 24 and for the corresponding frozen
shock temperatures ranging from 25,000 to 50,000K, the assumption of rapid. and
complete dissociation of the small hydrogen concentration would seem plausible.
The results of this calculation are presented in Fig. 14 as percentage deviations
from the pure argon case. Changes in the post shock pressure are negligible
whereas the values for the density and temperature are approximately + 0.4% and
-0.7% respectively for M. = 17. These devihtions become smaller with increasing
Mach number primarily because the dissociation energy for hydrogen becomes a_
progressively smaller fraction of the total energy. A similar calculation for
Saha equilibrium was not performed as it was considered that the results wouldreflect the figures already obtained for the frozen shock state, particularly

as the ionization potential for hydrogen (13.6 eV) is of a similar magnitude to
that for argon (15.8 eV).

Consequently as the effects of the 0.4% of hydrogen on the frozen
shock properties for argon are small, it is suggested that the errors incurred
by ignoring the presence of the hydrogen on the shock properties and the eqpili-
brium fringe shift measurements would be considerably smaller than those from
other sources of error. The analysis of the refractivity data was therefore
performed on the assumption that the cinge shift measurements were made for pure
argon using equilibrium shock Hugoniot data calculated for the case of pure argpn.

So far no comment has been made concerning either the source- of
the initial perturbation for the flow disturbances or the wave structure of the
unsteady ionized shock flow. There exist several types of initial perturbation
sources capable of generating acoustic waves. These can conveniently be ub-?
divided into three categories as each type tends to act on the flow in a different
way,
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The first group consists of stationary'sources located near the test
section such as small wall imperfections, wind6w bevels, pressure transdUer
plugs, etc., which are capable of producingMadhwaves in the, supersonic. post -

shock flow. Although much effort was expended in areducing the, number -and 'iiagni-
tude of these wall imperfections, this had no appardtit effedt in improving the
stability of the shock flow. In addition 'it is difficult to Visuagi-ze how the
observed disturbances as typified by the interferograms in Figs. 7 and 1 ight
develop in the region of the test section during the period of shock passage,
particularly in view of the stable nature of the shock flow in the case of the
dissociating nitrogen shock shown in Fig. 8. The "sec6nd gr6up 6f perturbations
can be considered as acoustic or weak shock distrba-ds produced either -At or
upstream of the contact surface. The contact su :face is general-ly , a diffuse
turbulent region which might constitute a weak acoustic -sourde. ,In :addition -

there exists the possibility of a RayleighTaylor contact surfade -Istabil-ity
(Ref. 65) which may be specific to combustioh dtiVing into the heaVier argon
test gas but not into the lighter nitrogen, test gas. Combustion, instabiliftes-
in the driver gas particularly in the case of constant pressure combustion where
combustion continues efter diaphragm rupture, 'has been ilborved to generate
unsteady flow in the driven shocked gas (Ref. '66). Tfei thid'and final group
of flow perturbations are those clAssified as remote stationary sources located
at distances greater than 60 '(equivaient) tube disatezs- upst'eam 'f the t'est
section. Such features are the two 2-in. dia. Vacuum-pumping pbrts theroiihd'
to rectangular transition section and -the rup tured dlaphragm. - Disturbance -from
sources of this type generally propagate -down~tr-eam via a seiles of 'multiple
transverse Mach wave reflectiong i(Ref °. 67) " iTh iii the -aben6be of- ahiv medhanism
for amplification, decay as x-'3 2 , where x i the' distance fr6m the sour&& to.
the point of observation (Ref. 68).

In ,he case of the ionized shock flow, it 'is bossiblefdr these-per-
turbation sources 'to act in two -ways. Firstly, the fi -can!pidk-up' thd
disturbances as it passes the perturbation souWrce which is '-then sustainid at a
given level by wave amplification as the shock fJlow progres§es down th tube.
Alternatively, the disturbance can be transmitted through the flow in a manner
similar to the transverse Mach w&ves referred to -above.- -

Alltthree types 'of pertukbation source, with on poisible exceptiOh
should in principle generate a system of disturbances -in th --form of either
transverse or normal waves which -houd be de~eetable in tny;-O.qui3ibium shodk
flow. It is therefore significant that -wave structurd wds hot obseifved v n the
nitrogen shock flow interferograms shown in Fig. 8. However it must be re6gnized
that a schlieren picture- of the nitrogen flow might -reveal the ekistende of "Wave
structure not visible on an ihterferogram*. The- except6n refrred 'to i. the''case
in which the initial aisturbance is generated at a6opoint retote from-the test '

section. This system is then amplified by th6 1ohized shock floP 'ag it is wet
downstream to the test section such that a stable system 6f transverse wives is
maintained'where all knowledge of original source 'is lost. This latter medhafi'sm
for wave initiation would seem to be the most p1auibe in View df the ,xistihg
experimental evidence. But clearly -a carefully controleJd experimehital investi-
gation of this phenomenon is required in order to locate the ,oigin o-6f-this un-
steady shock flow. The interferograms presented in this- work do however contain
information regarding the mode of propagation of the disturbances in the' shock
front and various ionigation regiohs. .

F Figure 8(i)' shows a silar iterfeoram..a:M ".-.6'shock into oxgen
at p = 40.0 m'Ig for which the e quilibrimide--ee -o ,dssocitio, is about 18 .

Due io the relatively high initial pressure, the disturbances rekerred to are
now visible as a system of transverse waves:.
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If it assumed that the initial disturbance is either an acoustic or
a weak compression wave propagating towards the shock front, then according to
the arguments presented, amplification should not occur until the disturbance
enters Regime II (see Fig. 6(iii$). Although Regime III is one in .which plasma
cooling occurs due to radiative losses leading to recombination, there appears
to be no reason to expect the election temperature to differ from that for the
heavy particles, suggesting therefore 'hat wave amplification does not occur in
this flow regime.

It would now seem reasonable to suggest that wave amplification varies
at some function of the product of the t emperature difference (Ta-Te)and the
electron density Ne so that wave amplification will attain a maximum at some point
in Regime II where Ne is rising concurrently with the fall in (Ta-Te) as equilibrium
is approached. Inspection of the interferograms in Fig. 7 and il(i) tends to
support this thesis in so much as the disturbances appear to achieye their maximum
amplitude in this region particularly at the poinPs of wa7ye confluence located be-
hind the shock front wave heads., The fact that incident shock front has become
locally intensified by Wave interaction indicates that the disturb ances have be-
come weak shock waves (Ref., 69), presumably due to wave ampfication,

Under these conditions, the interaction, also produces a rearward
moving rarefaction wave (Ref. 69), ihich then interacts with and intensifies both
the weak incoming shocks and the ionization density jump whilst the rarefaction

wave itself becomes attenuated (Ref. .69),. It is possible that these quasi-normal
waves visible in Regime III of the interferogradus in !ig.,7and il, are in fact
tne rearward moving rarefaction waves referred to ab6ve. Why these waves should
decay so rapidly as they progress upstream into Regime III is not clear unless wave
damping is accomplished through a coupling with the radiative cooling process..
However, it must be pointed out that it is ,not proven that these waves are in fact
rearward moving; multiple frame interferometry of the .shock flow would esolve this
question. (N.B. A similaz °group of wavs is visible in Regime-III of the ionized

argon shock interferogram shown in, cFig. l of Ref. 66).
There is however one aspect of the observed flow disturbances, so far.

not discussed, which lends some creadence to,the foregoing qualitative analysis,
It was noticed that there was a systematic tendency for the number of shock induced
heads on/the incident shock front to. ncrease whilst sultaneously becoming smaller
in amplitude with reduction in the ionization relaxation zone lengt due to the
effect of the hydrogen additive on the ionization process. The shocks shown in
Fig. 7, 11(i) and 11(ii) all for similar bound ry conditions except for the hydro-
gen concentrations of 0, p.033 and 0.4 respectively, have 1, 3 and-4 heads res-
pectively. It therefore appears that the region bounded by the shock frdnt and
the ionization-induced density rise is tending to behaye as a, resonant cavity in
which the initial wave perturbation becomes intensified both by the acoustic wave
amplification process and by coalescence with additional waves entering this zone.
This suggests that the ratio .of the shqck tube width to the ionization relaxation
zone length in conjunction with the Mach wave angle is a governing factor in this
process, particularly as these waves were not observed in the argon shock floW
interferograms of Bershader et a-l Refs. 58, 59, 6,X and of- Alpher d White

(Ref. 2).

T is interesting that this behaviour, particularly as exaplified
by the shock flow in Fig. ll(i) is, similar to, that. observed by White- (Ref. 0).
for detonations iij stoichiometric hydrogen-rxygeh mixtures diluted in xenon. A
resonant transverse wave stiucture vas also 6tained for which the number of wave
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heads was considerei to be related to the reaction zone thickness.

It is realized that the foregoing qualitative discussion pertaining
to the origin and behaviour of these flow disturbances poses as many questions as
it answers and must therefore only be considered as tentative. Clearly then an
experimental and a theoretical investigation of this phenomenon must be conducted
with particular emphasis being put on the following points:

a) Conduct an experimental investigation to locate the initial perturbation
source.

b) Perform a theoretical study of the acoustic wave amplif.lcation process for
collision dominated plasmas where (Ta/Te)>> 1 and N Z 1017 cn 3 .

c) Conduct an experimental and theoretical examination of the action of the
*hydrogen additive.

(i) on the nonequilibrium temperature difference,

(ii) on the kinetics of regimes I, II and III and

(iii) on the acoustic wave amplification process.

and

d) Analyze both theoretically and experimentally the various wave interaction
pr cesses which have been observed to exist ini the present ionized argon
shock flows.

4.2.2 Interferometric Measurements

A total of 23 shock runs were performed in atgon containing 0.4%
of molecular hydrogen by partial pressure with flow and no-flow interferograms
obtained at the wavelengths of the ruby laser (69i43) and its° second harmcnic
(3471R). The shock boundary conditions ranged from M = 17 to 24 and p. 3
to 0.3 mmHg with corresponding degrees of ionization from 17% to 48%,electron
densities bf about 101T cm- 3 and pressures of about 1 atmosphere. The equilibrium
plasma temperature remained virtually constant at about 13500oK for ail the
shock runs due to the compensatory effect of the rise in the degree of ionization
with increasing shock Mach number.

The fringe shifts S12 between preshock state 1 and Saha equilibrium

state2 were obtained according to the procedure outlined in Appendix A using

Eq. A.4. The location of the point corresponding to Saha equilibrium along any
given fringe was taken to be that at which the plasma re'radtive index for
state 2 attains a minimum. With reference to the interferograms in Fi s.,12
and 15, Saha equilibrium was taken to exist when the negative fringe S reaches

ito .maximum numerical value prior to the onset of radiation cooling. Values of
S" -oere obtained for four vertically distributed locations across the shock .wave-12 ?I
inerferograms for a given wavelength and shock run. Hence as the value of 12
given by Eq. A.4 is itself the average of two measurements, then the final value
is the arithmetic mean of eight individual measuremei:ts.-

As dismuised in Section 3.3, it was considered possible to locate
the fringe centre lines 1o an accuracy of + 0.2 mm which coresponds to a maximum
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uncertainty in the fringe shift measurements of + 0.04 fringes for N = 3471
for which the fringe spacing is a minimum.

An additional seven runs were performed using the neodymium glass
laser (10,600oR) and its second harmonic generator (5,300R) thereby utilizing the
strong wavelength dependence of the free electron refractivity (see Eq. 2.1.5) in
order to obtain accurate experimental measurements of the electron density.

Typical shock flow interferograms for the ruby and neodymium lasers
for this final series are shown in Figs. 12 and 15 respectively. The large equili-
brium fringe shift (S\ ! 7) for the neodymium laser wavelength (1O,600R) and the
marked effect due to He radiation cooling in Regime III demonstrates the large
negative contribution of the free electrons to the plasma refractive index. The
corresponding (positive) fringe shift across the frozen shock (S7' Z 0.2) is due
solely to the compression of the neutral atoms.

The analysis and discussion of the electron density and ion refrac-

tivity measurements are given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.

4.3 The Experimental Determination of the Equilibrium Electron Density

Accurate values for the neutral atoms, first ion and free electron
densities are clearly necessary if the refractivity for (singly) ionized argon is
to be measured by the interferometric method described in Section 2.2. The experi-
mentally determined free electron density is obtained by the two-wavelength inter-
ferometric method described in Section 2.3 which is independent of the existence
of either complete Or local thermodynamic equilibrium f~r the plasma. Hence this
measured value can be used as an indicator to show whether the concentrations of
the plasma constituents have achieved the values given by the Saha equation for
the given boundary conditions. As electron-ion recombination-due to radiative
cooling is known to commence at some point in Regime II (see Fig. 6) prior to
equilibrium (Ref. 60), it is possible for the measured equilibrium electron density
to lie below the Saha equilibrium value at all times in which case it w6uld not be
possible to determine the ion refractivity from Eq. 2.24.

For the laser fundamental wavelengthf Ny and its corresponding second
harmonic Nx (= y/2), NE the experimenta, election density is obtained from
Eq. 2.3.2 as

1 Sl2 P 1)
N 2 (IX-1) '

NE No'Ay (B _l- 1Ao (4.3-1)

(A 4.

where it is assumed that the ratio of the ion refractivity to the ato4 refractivity
is independent of wavelength. The experimental fringe shift terms, S"Y and S x for

12 -,.12
the second harmonic and fundamental respectively were obtained as described in,
Section 4.2.2 and Appendix A. L is the test section geometrical path length and
is equal to 4.010 inches.
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The experimental electron densities were compared to two theoretical
values, both of which were calculated for Saha equilibrium as'suming radiation losses
to be negligible and using the shock Hugoniot equations for the given (experimental)
values of M, ep and T The first calculated value, NeG, was obtained using

electronic excitation partition functions which inclpded only the ground state
terms. The second and more realistic calculated value, N eF, was obtained using

partition functions which included terms for the excited electronic states in addi-
tion to that for the ground state. The effects of the plasma microfield- on the
neutral atom partition function and the ionization potential were estimated accord-
ing to the method of Margenau and Lewis (Refs. 71, 72) in which all those electronic
orbits were suppressed whose classical major semi-axes exceeded the Debye shielding
distance. Data for the energy levels of neutral and singly ionized argon up to a
principal quantum number of 32 were taken from the tabulations of Moore*(Ref. 25)
together with predicted values taken from Ref. 73.

Before comparing N to these calculated values, it is pertinent to

discuss how and why these two ca1culations differ from ech:Fther. -N e are

compared on a percentage basis in Fig. 16 in which ()N -N N/N is plotted-as a
function of M for p = 10, 1 and 0.1 mmHg. Several iiis fe.nterest aparent
frGm this graph are 'discussed below.

(i) N G is always greater than N F because in the calculation of N G the
e e e

omission of the excited electronic state,terms from the-partition
functions for the atom and ion gesults in an increase in energy avail-
able for investment in ionization. In addition the ratio of the ion
partition function to that for the atom as, sed in the Saha equation
increases due to the relatively large excitati6n energes for the
excited states of singly ionized argon, resulting ifi ai increase in
N G in relation to NF.
e e

(ii) (NeG_ NeF) increases with p1 for a given M because asthe degree of

ionization decreases with increasing pl, more energy becomes available
for populating the excited electronic states in the case of N F as thise

is a non-pressure sensitive process (if to a first approximation one
ignores the plasma microfield effect). Since thiseffect does not
exist in the case of-N tG hen (N. G_ iO) ihcreaes- with -p for ,a
given value of M . e e. -e ..

(iii) ) increases with M for a given p This can be understoode si

from (i) above, in which the excited state population in the case.of
NeF increases with increasing Ms. -

(iv) It is observed from Fig. 16 that all of the curvLes of N e N e)/Ne
plotted for constant p1 attain a maximum at a giveAi value-6f Ms

This presumably occurs because as the neutral atom concentration
falls with increasing Ms for constant p1 , thei the total energy

invested in populating the excited states, bf neutral argon (in' the
case of N F) also falls thereby reducing (N G - NeF) 'Due to the

e e e
large excitation energies for singly ionized argoh in relation to
those for neutral argon, the excited states for this species do not
become commensurately populated as'the degree of ionization increases.
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Values of (Ne- Ne ) for the thirty experimental shock runs

are shown in Fig. 17 as a function as M . The average value of (NG- N e)INeFs -e e'-e
is approximately + 3.5% with the curve exhibiting a slow decrease with increase
in Ms due to a corresponding drop in p1 (for the reasons given in (ii) above).

The principalEpurpose of Fig. 17 is to compare the experimentally
measured electron density N to the calculated value N F, On average N E = 1.02.

o more F e e
Ne + 3% or more specifically -Ne N)/N = 1.1.9% where the latter difference

expression exhibits a slow fall with increasing M for the reasons given in (ii)
above.

E F
Discussion of this discrepancy between N and N is treated ine e

two parts with consideration being given first to possibole sources of systematic
error in N F and then secondly to those in N E.

e e

Sources of Error in Calculating NF

a) An obvious source of error in N F exists in model used to terminate the
electronic excitation partitionefunction. For an argon plasma at 13,500 K
and 1 atmosphere pressure, the model of Margenau and Lewis (Refs. 71, 72)
terminates the neutral atom partition function at a principal quantum
number q = 21. Alternatively if one reduces the ionization potential
according to the Debye-Huckel method (Ref. 74) and then terminates the
partition function at this new ionization limit, a principal quantum F
number q = 9 is obtained. Clearly this will produce a reduction in N
by increasing the energy available for ionization thereby bringing N F

into closer agreement with N E. e
e

b) As N eis related to a particular experiment through the measured valuese

of M, pl and T1, then errors in these values generate errors in N F

in relation to N which is a product of the fringe shift measulements
As indicated in eSection 3.1, the maximum errors in measurin M and p1
are + 1% and + 2-1/2% respectively which produce errors in N of about
2-1/2% for conditions typical of these experiments. However these error-
limits on N F are due to random errors and cannot therefore be considered

e F
to be he source of the systematic 1.9% difference between NeE and Ne

although they are likely the major source of the + 3% scatter in the
(N E - N F)/N F data in Fig.-17.

e e e -

burces of Error Incurred in the Measurement of NE
"/ E

N)eN was obtained from the experimental fringe shift data on the assumption

that the ratio (g, -l)0/(A -1)o is independent of wavelength. As the

values of N e obtained using both the ruby and neodymium glass lasers are
consistent, it is doubtf'l whether this assumption contributes to this
discrepancy. Additional confirmation of this conclusion (as wiil be shown
inthe foll~wing section) is provided by the fact that the ratip

(I -1)/(iA -)o is effectively constant in the optical and near infrared

regions of the spectrum.
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b) It was shown in Section 2.1, that the excited states make a -6.6% contrib8tion
to the total neutral argon refractivity at 6943A for conditions of 3i500 K
and 1 atmosphere pressure. If this excited state contributioh is introduced
into the data analysis for the.. ruby laser experiMants, it produces an approxi-
mately 1% reduction in N E thereby halving the observed discrepancy between
E F e

and N . However the same excited state refractivity calculation fore e

neutral argon indicated a negligible contribution at 10,600R. Consequently
as the average valuesoof(NeiE - NeF)/NeF for wavelengths of 6943R and 10,600

are + 1.89% and + 2.22% respectively where this small difference is in the
direction in-consistent with the calculated excited state refractivity con-
tributions, it is concluded that the excitedEstates pre not the principal
cause of the observed discrepancy between N eand Ne e

c) The prime purpose for monitoring N E was to observe whether there was any
significant lowering of the ilectrSn density from-the value predicted for
Saha equilibrium due to radiative recombination. The intensity of the

emitted radiation is known to follow the growth of the free electrqn con-
centration in Regime II, attaining a maximum at the point corresponding to
Saha equilibrium (Ref. 60). From thereon the loss of energy through radia-
tive cooling induces a fall in the electron density; this is characterized
by the relatively slow rise of the fringes in Regime III of the interfero-
grams in Fig. 12 and 15.

It was therefore interesting to find that the experimental values, NE
F e

were consistently larger than N F although always lower than the upper

bound represented by N G1,1 NeE e for the thirty shock runs of thisee F
experiment are shown in Fig. 18 as a function of Mb together ,with Ne

for p, = 10, 1 and 0.1 mmHg. In all cases Ne lies below the value of

7 x iO +1 7 cm" 3 suggested by McWhirter (Ref. 75) to be necessary for the
attainment of local tnermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in an argon -plasmaU0
at an electron temperature of 13,500 K. Even if LTE does not exist due
to radiative transitions creating a relative overpopulation of the ground
state with respect to a Boltzmann distribution, it is clear that the
total neutral argon population must be in good a§reement with the Saha
value due to the close correspondence between Ne d nd N e. Hence any

e e
deviations from LTE will increase the population of the ground state in
relation to the overall excited state population thereby reducing the
influence of the large refractivity terms for these states on the re-
fractivity measurements for singly ionized argon. However inspection
of the argon shock flow interferograms in Fig. 12 and 15 shows that the
collision induced electron-atom ionization relaxation process of Regime
II is very much more rapid than the radiative recombination process in
Regime III due in part to the presence of the hydrogen additive. :t would
therefore seem plausible to suggest that under these conditions, the plasma
achieves a Boltzmann distribution of internal states at the point
corresponding to Saha equilibrium which is then maintained as the plasma
cools on passage through Regime III.

d) Griem (Ref. 76, see also Refs. 13, 14) has suggested thit eactrons bound
in orbits lying close to the ionization continuum, behave as if free in
the presence of electro-magnetic radiation. The effect of this pbenomenon
would therefore be such as to create an apparent increase in the measured
value of Ne
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e) As mentioned in Section 3.3, the fringe shifts at ID,60OR and 6943X were
measured to an stimated accuracy of + 0.02 fringes. For these measure-
ments at iO,600U and 6949, the minimum fringe shifts were of the order of
5 and 2 respectively, which produce maximum errors in N E of + 1/2% and
+ 1% respectively. This is confirmed by the reduced scatter of the

(NE - NF )/N data obtained using the neodymium glass laser in relation to

that for the ruby laser. Although these error contribute to the scatter of
the (NeE- N F)/NF data as shown in Fig. 17, they are of a random nature

and therefore do not contribute to the systematic difference between N E

and N F e
e

E F It is therefore suggested that the observed difference between
N and N is due either to the use of an ubrealistic partition-function sum termi-

e Fnation moael to calculate N o r to the effect of bound electrons lying close to
the continuum acting as if free. However it is felt that the experimental values
N E are a better description of reality in the present experiment, particularly
as these values are obtained directly from the measured fringe shifts. These values
arx therefore used in the following section to calculate the ion refractivity term
(P -1)o from the experimental fringe shift data.

4.4 The Experimental Determination of the Refractivity for Singly Ionized Argon

As outlined in Section 2.2, the ion refractivity at STP is related
to the experimentally measured fringe shifts S4 at Saha equilibrium by Eq. 2.2.4
which is

-l)o = Sl2 (? /L)(N 0/Ne,,)-( el)o - (1 A -1). %/Ne, YP -P P .- J
(4.4.1)

where x, the degree of single ionization has been eliminated through use of the
equality x2 = (Ne 2/No)(pR/P2). The neutral atom and free electron refractivities

at STP are given by Eq. 2.1.8 and 2.1.5 respectively. N and p0 are Loschmidt's
number and the standard density for (neutral) argon. p1 the preshock density is
calculated directly from the measured quantities p1 and T1 via the equ4tion of
state.

There are in principle two sources of information regarding the
values of the two remaining unknown quantities, p2 and N , (or for any pair of
the three quantities p2 ' x2 and Ne,2 which can be employed to determine (PI -1)0).

Firstly, these quantities can be calculated directly from the shock
Hugoniot equations for conditions of Saba equilibrium corresponding to the experl-
mental values of M , P and T using electronic excitation partition functions

s l 1
which include an. array of excited state terms as described in Section 4.3. The
accuracy of this calculation is limited principaly by the random errors in the
measurements of Ms and p1 which have been estimated to be + 1% and + 2-1/2%
respectively (see Section 3.1). For a Ms = 20 shock into argon at p1 

= 1 mmHg

and T1 = 298°K, a + 1% error in Ms generates a + 1% error in P2 . a + 2-1/2% error
in x2 and a + 4% error in Ne,2* Similarly a + 2-1/2% error in p1 generates a

4o
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1/8% error in P2 a + 1/8% error in x2 and a + 2-1/2% error in Ne,2 . It would

therefore seem desirable to avoid use of the calculated values of N and x
? e,2 2to determine (p - 1) from Eq. 4.4.1 due to the relatively large errors produced

by the Paiidom errors incurred in measuring p, and 14 . In addition the calculated
value N F was shown in Section 4.3 to be on average about 2% below the experi-
mental il ue N E which was suggested to be due to use of an unrealistic model for

e ,2
terminating the partition function summation.

The second source of information regarding the values of p2, x2 and
N e,2 is provided by the method of two wavelength interferometry which has already

been employed to determine e,2 (see Sections 23 and 4.3). By simultaneous" ~e,2
solution of Eq. 2.2.3 for ?y and Ax, the laser fundamental and second harmonic

wavelengths respectively, expressions for the experimental values of P2, x2 and

N e 2 are obtained directly in terms of the refractivities for he component
species at STP and the experimentally measured fringe shifts Sl2 and Sy Un-

d12
fortunately the expressions for p and x2 are dependent on the 'as yet' unknown

values of ( - l)o whereas that for N (Eq. 2.3.2) is to a first approximation

independent of the ioa refractivity as discussed in Section 2.3.

In view of these foregoing comments and those already made in Section
4.3.regarding N e,2 it was decided to use the experimental values of Ne,2 in the
expression for ( (ui 1 )o together with the calculated values of P2 as this

quantity has been shown to be relatively insensitive to errors in Ms and .pI .

The mean values for the refractivity and polarizability of singly
ionized argon, calculated from the experimental data via Eq. 4.4.1 are given in
Table 3 forAwavelengths of 3471 and 5300R. Also shown are the corresponding
values of K, the specific refractivity or Gladstone-Dale constant. K , the

specific refractivity for sp~cies s at wavelength A is related to the refractivity

(Q -1) through the relationship

P .s - 1) (4.4.2)

As the mass densities for neutral and singly ionized argon at STP are equal if
one neglects the difference corresponding to the mass of one electron, then
through use of the equalities represented by Eq. 1.1.1 and Eq. 4.4.2, we have
that

- l)°  1 -(~
0I'-1 (a)o

A o" A)A

As this ratiotsfre uently employed in the interferometry of argon plasmas, the
values for X = 3471 and 5300A are also given in Table 3. The7 individ~al values
for the ratio of the ion refractivity to that for the atom, (I-l) /(I-Al)o, are

presented in histogram form in Fig. 19 and 20 for 7 = 34712 and 5300 respectively
and for cell widths of 0.1, together with the corresponding Gaussian probability
di~tributiop curves (Ref. 77). The histogram for the .23 measurements of
(it -1)/( A -1)o for ? = 3471R, exhibits a reasonable correspondence with the

Gauss.an curve in view of the imited number of samples. The histogram for
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= 5300R is however somewhat more erratic reflecting the fact that only seven
results were available.

The large spread of the data in both of these histograms is due
primarily to the fact that the fringe shift contribution for the ion is generally
a small graction of the total due to all of the contributing species. For
A 3471A al shock conditions of M = 20, p = 1 mmfHg and T = 298°K and taking

- 1) /(pA - 1)o = 0.65, the ionScontribu~es about 8% to ihe sum of the moduli
I o Ao

of the fringe shifts for all of the contributing species. Clearly for longer
wavelengths, this ion fringe shift contribution will become an even smaller fraction
of this total. However the ayerages of the individual experimental errors for
('i - i)o / (vA - 1)o calculated using the estimated measurement errors for Ms, pl,

T1 and S12 g given in Section 3.3, were found to be about 2.6 and .7 times the

standard deviation at 34712 and 5300 respectively, suggesting that the random
error limits given in Section 3.1.4 are overly pessimistic.

Experimental values of (I- 1)o/(P - 1) were also determined for

the laser fundamental wavelengths ? = 6943 and 10,6000 A and were found to be
almost exactly equal to values for the corresponding laser second harmonic wave-
lengths. This degree of correspondence was regarded- with some suspicion particularly
as the fringe shifts for these-relatively long wavelengths are due principally to
the contribution from the free electrons. investigation 'f this behaviour showed
that the apparent agreement was a direct result of using the experimental values
of N to obtain the ion refractivity from Eq. 4.4.1. In deriving the expression

e,2
for N 'in Section 2.3 in terms of the experimental fringe shifts, it was assumede,2that the ratio (VI - 1)O/(PA - 1)o was independent of wavelength. Although large

(possible) deviations from this assumption were shown to have a negligible effect
on the experimental values of N obtained via Eq. 2.3.2, it was found that the

e ,2
ef ect of this assumption was being carried through into the experimental values of
(1- 1)o/( ^ - 1) due to the high sensitivity of the measurements to small changes

in electron density. A test calculation for shock conditions- of M = 2Q, pi = 1

mmHg and T =298°K indicated that a real + 5% difference between the values of

"I - 1)/(iA - 1) for ? = 34711 and 69434 would result in a + 1% error in this

same ratio at 34712 but a + 8% error at 6943R if this difference was left un-
accounted for in the determination of the experimental values of Ne,2 through-

Eq. 2.3.2 instead of the more exact formulation given by Eq. 2.3.1. As these
percentages indicate, this assuption tends to bring the calculated values of
6I - 1) /(PA - 1) :or the two wavelengths Xx and ? y into-close agreement while

I A 0
increasing the absolute error of these calculated values with respectXto the real
value. it Is therefore obvious that the assumption that (I - 1). /PA - 1)o is

a constant in the derivation of N from the experimental data, can have a
e 2

significant effect on the ion refrActivity at the (longer) laser fundamental
wavelength such that these two values tend to asymptote to a common value close
to the real value for the wavelength of the laser second harmonic,. The ion re,
fractivity results for the laser fundamental waveleagths have therefore been re-
jected due in part to the low experimental 6nsitivity attainable under these
conditions and in part to the tendency of these results to take on values close
to those for the (shorter) second harmonic wavelengths.
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However the mean experimental values for the ratio of the ion re-
fractivity to that for the neutral atom obtained from the independent interfero-
metric measurements at 3471 and 5300A, are in close agreement (see Table 3) i.e.,

( - 1)o/G -- = 0.65. This result is not surprising for, as discussed in

Section 2.1., the dispersia- for singly ionized argon in the visible and near
ultra-violet parts of the spectrum should bt similar to that for neutral argon as
the resonance transitions lie in the yacuum ultra-violet region. This result
therefore validates the assumption used to obtain N 2 from Eq. 2.3.2 that the
ratio ( - 1)o/A - 1)o is essentially independent of wavelength, which in turn

justifies the use of the experimental values of N7e,2 to derive the ion refractivity
from Eq. 4.4.1.

It is now relevant to discuss the possible effects of the excited
electronic states on the argon ion refractivity results. In Section 2.l it was
shown that the excited states for neutral argon make contributions of proximately
-1/2% and -1% to the total neutral atom refractivity at 3471A ald 5300A resPecti-
vely for an argon plasma in LTE at 13,5000K and 1 atmosphere pressure (see Fig-. 1and Table 2.). As these contributions were not included in the, data bnalysis for

(i - 1)o, they will represent corresponding corrections to(V 1) of the order
of +J/2% and + 1% respectively. However as these corrections VerR-found to be
relatively small fractions of the total error limits given for (I - 1) , they
were not incorporated into the final refractivity values given in Table 3.

In addition, as already discussed in Section 4.3, the consistency
of the experimental N e results obtained using the dual frequency ruby and neo-
dymium glass lasers indicated that the effect of the excited states was not
apparent at the laser fundamental wavelengths. The only significant calculated
excited Atate contrioution was found to occur at the ruby ;aser wavelength,
= 6943A. For an argon plasma in LTE (Ref. 75) at 13,500 K and 1 atmosphere

pressure, the excited states for neutral argon were calculated to produce a 6.6%
reduction in the total species refractivity at 69439. As shown in Section 4.3
this would reduce the experimentally measured electron densities by about 1%.
Hence as the same calculation indicated a negligible contribution at the neodymium
glass laser wavelength X = 0,60R and us the average values for NE obtained

e,2
using the two lasers differ by about 0.3% in a direction inconsistent with the
calculated excited state contribution, it would seem that the excited states ave
not influenced the experimental electron density results used to calculate (1 0°
from Eq. 4.4.1. for the prevailing plasma conditions. It is therefore conaluded
that for an argon plasma in LTE for conditions of 13,50OK and pressures of the
order of 1 atmosphere, the excited states for neutral and singly ionized argon
make a negligible contribution to the overall plasma refractive index at the
laser wavelengths employed in these experiments. The refractive index data for
singly ionized argon given in Table 3 therefore in effect represents the ground
state term for this species.

Finally it is interesting to compare the experimentally measured
ratio 1)- o)/( - 0) = 0.65 with the only available theoretical value of
0.72 calculated for infinite wavelength using Slater screening constant theory
(Ref. 10). However this correspondence does not apP17 to the individual refrac-
zivities for as indicated in Section 1, this theory is at best only approximate
particularly as the absolute calculated values for both neutral and singly ionized
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argon are about 2-1/2 times larger than the, corresponding experimental values,

4.5 Conclusions

Interferometric measurements made in the visible (53O00) and near
ultraviolet (3471R) regions indicate that the refractivity and electric .dipole
polarizability for singly ionized argon has a value of about 6.65 of the
corresponding value for neutral argon,

This experimental determination shows reasonable correspondence
with the calculated ratio for the static polarizabilities but as yet there
exists no rigorous calculation for the polarizability of singly ionized argon
with which to compare this experimental value,

The constancy of the measured electron densities and ion refrac-
tivities obtained at different wavelengths suggest that the effects of the
excited state refractivities have not been observed for the conditions of the
present experiments.

Experimental confirmation for the validitkof the excited state
refractivity calculation for neutral argon could be o'ta-ind by performing shock
tube argon plasma interferometry close to the broad resonance peaks calculated
to occur at about 820O and 9100R.
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(a) RUN #51, Ms=20;50, p'l2628mmHg, 'r=?9?.OK
UPPER TRACE IO/Lsec/cm, I V/cmn'

LOWER TRACE I sec/cm, I V'/cm
GAUGE COVERED WITH TRANSLUCE[t' LAYER OF
EPOXY RESIN.

(b) RUN'#57, Ns=22.40, p Rd.614 mm Hg, T, 295.30K
UPPER TRACE IO/Lsec/cm , I/,2v/cm
LOWER TRACE I:/Lsec /cm, 1/2 Z//cm
.GAUGE COVERED WITH OPAQUE' LAYER OF BLACK
SILICONE (RTV) RUBBER.

FIG. 3 EFFECT OF RADIATION PRECURSOR ON PIEZO-

ELECTRC SHOCK DETECTOR
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TUNGSTEN LAMP OPTICS.

FIG. 5.(d)-. DIFFUSE ILLUMINATION OF I-'TERFEROMETER
BY TUNGSTEN LAMP- FOR OBTAINING FOCUSED
FRINGES.

CONTINUOUS
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FI10. 5-ie).I ADIGNMENt-b0,F RUBY-/NEODYMIUM LASER WITH
INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM BY MEANS 6F HELIUM-
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FIGi 6. S.CHEMATiC REPRESENTATION- 67'(1) FRINGESHIFTS,
* (ii) TE! ERAkTdRE6 'AND (iii) DEGREE.OF IONIZA-

TION- BEHIND STRONG SHOCK MOVING 'IN INERT .GAS.
REGIME I: IONIZATION BY ATOM-ATOM COLLISIONS
REGIME II-: IONIZATION BY ATOM-ELECTRON COLLI-

SIONS
REGIME III: RECOMBINATION BY RADIATIVE'COOLING.
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(*I) (ii):

FIG. 7 SIMULTANEOUS MONOCHROMATIC INTER-

FEROGRAMS FOR A Ms=17.46 :SHOCK INTO

ARGON AT p,=2.32 mm Hg WITHOUT THE

ADDITION OF HYDROGEN.
(i) X=3471 A , (i1) X=6943 .

SHOCK TRAVELLING TO LEFT. VERTICAL

APERTURE 7 INCHES. AN INCREASE IN
REFRACTIVE INDEX MOVES THE FRINGES

UPWARD.



FIG. 8 SIMULTANEOUS MONOCHROMATIC INTER--
F~EROGRAMS FOR. A M?= 16.60 SHOCK INTO
NITROGEN AT p=2.26 mm Hg. (G) X =5471I0A
00i X =6943 0A. SHOCK TRAVELLING TO,
LEFT. VERTICAL APERTURE IS 7 INCHES.
AN 1I4CREASE IN REFRACTIVE INDEX MOVES
THE FRINGES UPWARD.
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FIG 8(a) INTERFEROGRAlv FOR M =11.6 SHOCK INTO OXYGEN AT =,0-,
mniHg, ? 694~3R. SHOCK FRONT AT EXTREME LEFT AND MOVING
TO LEFT. INCREASE IN REFRACTIVITY MOVES FRINGES DOWNWARDS
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Tip)

FIG. Ii INTERFEROGRAMS OF SHOCKS INTO ARGON
WITH SMALL PERCENTAGES OF HYDROGEN.
X =69430'A.'
0I) Mg=I7.0I, p, =2.134 mm.Hg + 0.033% Hp

(0) M =17.11 fp :Pz2.85 mm Hg + 0i2% H2

SHOCK TRAVELLING .TO LEFT. VERTICAL
APERTURE JS. 7- INCHIES., AN' INCREASE
IN REFRACTIVE -INDEX" MOVES FRINGES.
UPWARD.
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FIG. 12 SIMULTANEOUS MONOCHROMATIC INTERFEwRO-
GRAMS FOR A 'MS17.)5 SHOC'K INTO ARGON
+ 0.4% H2 AT p,=2,.88 mm Hg (0) X=3471A
(0i) \=-6943 8 HOCK< TRAVELLING, TO LEFT.
REFERIENCE WIRE SPACING IS, 2 :INCHES.
AN INCREASt KN REFRACTIVE 1IN00C MOVES
THE "FRINGES UPWARD".
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FIG. 15 SIMULTANEOUS MONOCHROMATIC 'INTERFEROGRAMS
FOR A M.7-18.14 SHOCK INOARGON, + 0-4~% H2

AT P1=2.45,hm Hg fl)'X=5300*A (jj)X :106000A
SHOCK TRAVELLING TO LEFT. REFERENCE WIRE
SPACING- ,-IS -2 ,INfZHES. ,.AN. INCIREASE-.IN -REFRAC-
TIVE INDEX MOVES, THE FRINGES UPWARD.
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APPENDIX A: PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE INTERFEROGRANS

This appendix describes the prodedar- f' r determining the equilibrium
fringe shift between pre-shock state 1 and post shock (equilibrium) state ,2' with
the shockwave moving into the region of state 1 in a direction parallel to bhe
fringe field so that the shock front lies perpendicular to this same fringe field
(see Fig. A-l(i:,)).

For an ideal interferometer, devoid of inhomogeneities'due to optical
defects, vibrations and air currents, the measure_ent of the fringe shift is
straightforward. This is achieved by extrapolating any given monochromatic fringe
in region 1 into the desire6 equilibrium state in region 2 and measuring the total
shift in terms of the fringe spacing.

In the present system, due. to imperfections in the optical compo-
nents such that the fringes connecting regions 1 and 2 are not perfectly straight
and horizontal, it is necessary to take an interferogram of the optical field in
the absence of the shock induced fringe shift. This therefore provides -a map of
the optical inhomogeneities present in the interferoiheter which can then be dub-
tracted from the fringe shift measurements obtained from the shock flow inter-
ferograms so as to give the fringe shift due to the shock flow alone. It is
therefore important that neither the flow nor the no-flow interferograms contain
any fringe moverLents or distortions due to mechanical vibrations or air currents
as correction for these shifts is beyond the control of the present experiment.
The interferometer is therefore sealed in an .airtight enclosure and care is taken
to ensure that all sources of low frequency vibrations are inoperative during
the period of any one experiment.

However, due to the finite time which exists between the taking
of the no-flow and flew interferograms k4@5 minutes), it is possible for the
interferometer setting to change due to thermal or mechanical disturbances. This
can result in small changes in fringe spacing, position pr ,orientationm thereby
constituting a source of error which must be accounted fo# in.,addition that that
due to the inhomogeneitier of the opticjal system.

Figure A-1 showb i; schematic form the flow (i,) and the no-fldw
(ii) interferograms typical of those encountered in this work where three dark
monochromatic fringes are represented by continuous lines. The three fringes
in the no-flow interferogram which are not necessaklly the same three in the
flow interferogram are intentionally given an exaggeratd&non-ideal appearance
for the sake of this discussion.

The broken lines represent the horizontal and veitical referece
wires referred to in Section 3.2 where the vertical wire is located so as to
overlie the pre-shock zone (state 1) at a point close to the sh6ck froht.
Point X' on the flow interferogram is chosen co lie at any desired equilibrium
(or non-equilibrium) state 2. Point V' on the no-flow interferogram is then
chosen such that YY' = XX' on the "&ssuption that the two interferograms are
reproduced on the same scale otherwise a .scal-ing.ofactor is used.

The exercise therefore involves the measurement of the fringe
fractions a, b, c, d, k, 1, m and n formed on either side of the reference points
X, X', Y and Y . The purpose of measuring these fringe fractions, rather than
following a given fringe through the shock front is that the measurements are
localized in a given region of the aperture with respect to the given fixed
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reference points X, X1, Y end Y'V. Therefore, provided the fringe spacing is small
in relation to any region of fringe distortion, it should be possible to correct
for these inhomogeneities in spite of small differences of fringe setting which
occur between the fringes in L egion 1 of the flow interferogram to those in region
1 of the no-flow interferogram.

The shock flow fringe shift SlN2(F) between pre-shock state 1 and shock

state 2 can be given as

c_ a
S12(F) = A + -(c a

or alternatively as" (A-1)
b d

S 2(F) = A + (~) (.c

where the integral fringe shift A is the minimum number of dark fringes one crosses

in passing from X to X', It should be noted that both equations in Eq, A-I are
exactly equivalent as they can both be reduced to the comm)n form

(F)=A-l + b +
"12 (a+b (c-T)

Going from X to X' integral fringe shifts upwards are aibitrarily denoted as being
positive and those downwards as negative but where the fringe fractions a,b,c,d,
etc are scalar quantities. For the trivial example shown in-Fig. A-I, -1 = +L,
A = + 1 and B = -1. Clearly if a given fringe should recross either of these
icference lines between points X and X' or Y and Y , then it should not be included
in the values for A or B.

Ideally no change in fringe settipg Occurs -between. the.-taking of the
no-flow and flow interferogram,6s ,, In' reality this' is not the case due to the
effects of vibrations, air currents and te'nerature changes such that a_ k and
b / 2. With a v~ew to improving the accuracy of the measurements of 3^(F), the

two values for ,S 2 (F), given by Eq. A-l 'are averaged to, give

S =(F)  A + F d(A-2)

In a similar manner it is now possible tot6btain the corresponding
vertical fringe shift SA (IF) occurring between states 1 and 2 on the no-flow

interferogram due to Optical defects in the system. The equivalent average value
for S?2(11) is given by

1(I~f) B- + +-4TY

The true total fringe shift S 2 due to the gas-dynamic phenomenon under investi-
12

gation is therefore given by

which by substitution from Eq. A-2 and A-3 becomes

A2
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S A-B + V12 L + V3" ""

where the denbmiuators for the terms within the brackt8s represeht f ne fringe spacings
about reference'X, X', Y and Y1.' Du&-to 6pticaj. defects in ithe system,, these fringe'
spacings do not have a common value although normal ,circustances the differences
are bmall.

It is now pertinent to discuss the effct 6f I arg& 6pticAl inlcomo-
geneities and changes of fringe setting which ocu r' -between the taking of the no-
flow and flow int&rferograms on the -validity of this analytic'Al-rocedUre.- f '
the fringe' spacing is large, in relatibn to any given region 'of ptical i mPerfecion,

then it is possible for this egion to lie betweehi two dark riges at pointx 'X' on
the flow interferogram (say) such that the fringes appeax to be straight and parallel.
However, this same region may lie at some intermediate fringe position at point Y'
on the no-flow interferogram such that the. ocal fringe profile now exhit its a non-
ideal shape. It is therefore clear that the no-flow interferogram will introduce
a fringe shift correction for an optical defect which is not included in the data
from the flow interferogram. The effect of this anomaly can be minimized by taking
one or both of two precautions. Firstly by ensuring that the fringe spacing is,.
much smaller than any region of optical inhomogeneity, 'he f'inge field effectively
becomes a continuous map of the transmitted optical Wvovefront with all defects being
clearly defined. This expedient is of course subject to the proviso that the fringe
spacing be much larger than either the photographic emulsion or diffuser generated
grain size or the reference wire diameter.

The other means by which this difference between the two interferograms
can be minimized is by taking an averagevalue for the fringe spacing about points
X and Y and similarly for points X' and Y1. These average spacings are (c + d +
m + n)/2 and (b + a + k + 1)/2, which when substituted for the original values used
in Eq. A-2 and A-3, provide a new expression for the total fringe shift given by

A -ABd)-(m-n) b-a)-(._(A)
S A-B + + (b+a + +k)' J-
12 +l'4

However except for relatively large differences between (c+d) and (m+n),and between
(b+a) and(l+k), the value of S?2 given'by Eq. A-5 is not likel-j to differ from the

value given by Eq. A-4 by more than a fraction of one percent.

The effect of a c ange of fringe setting between the no-flow and f;6w
interferograms on the value of S' can be considered in three parts. FirstLy.9

1?
change in vertical fringe position will only affect the fringes for preshock state
1 as a change in fringe position between the no-flow and flow interferograns for
post-shock state 2 already exists. Clearly, the effect of this movement is subject
to the comments already made regarding this point for region 2. Secondly, a Rhange
in fringe spacing ( < 1/20 fringe say) will not have a noticeable effect on S as

calculated from either Eq. A-4 or A-5 provided the fringe spacing is sufficiently
fine to resolve all the optical imperfections in the system. This is due to the
fact that the ratio of the fringe fracticns to the fringe spacings remains constant.

Finally, the effect of a change in fringe orientation away from the

A3
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horizontal setting occurring between the no-flow and flow interferograms cannot be
dismissed as easily as for the-effect of the other changes in fringe adjustment
already discussed. Besides ,generating an apparent change in fringe spacing as
viewed in the vertical direction, the measured fringe shift .Ior the f£ow interfero-
grams will clearly depend on the lengti of XX'. Precautions sholll therefore be
taken to miuimize this change in fringe orientation from the horizontal .direction
by isolating the interferometer from all external influences and by reducing the
time .period between the taking of the no-flow and flow interferogrems. In addition
the effect of this change on S" can be minimized by makihg XXlas small as possible
or, in the presence of large c anges in fringe orientation of the order Of 50 to
100, by making the fringe shift measurements in.a direction perpendicular to the
given fringe field instead of in a direction perpendicular to the .horlzontfal ref-
erence wir6, so that the fringe fractions a, b, c an& d maintain an approximately
correct numerical relationship to the vAues k,. 1, p and n for the nb-f low interfero--
gram.
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FIG. A-i. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF (i) FLOW INTER-
FEROGRAM OF SHOCK WAVE MOVING TO- LEFT AND
(ii) NO-FLOW INTERFtROGRAM4NOMItALLY HORI-
ZONTAL DARK FRINGES ARE SHOWN AS SOLID LIVES.
FRINGE SHIFT UPWARD FROM STATE I TO. 2 IS
POSITIVE.


